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HURLEY WORKERS STRIKE
by

Rick Kurker ’09
News Staff

MARY PELLET1ER’O9/The Cowl

Hurley Workers picketed outside the Eaton Street gates after their contract expired at midnight, Friday, Feb. 1.

The labor dispute between the Hurley
Worker janitorial staff at Providence
College and Hurley of America reached
a peak last weekend when workers,
along with some students
CAMPUS and faculty, picketed outN'EWS side of the campus gates
upon the expiration of
their contract to protest their treatment
by the corporation for 72 hours.
“Our janitors, who toil tirelessly to clean
up our mess, make fully $2,215 less than
necessary to support a two-parent family
in our state,” said Devin Driscoll, chair
man and executive director of the College
Democrats of Rhode Island. “That is
untenable, unlivable. Our janitors are
attempting to fight for economic justice by
negotiating for a salary that will allow
them to climb out of poverty and support
their families.”
“Making this all the more frustrating is
that many of our janitors chose to work at
PC because of a deep Catholic faith. They
see their service here as serving the
Church, and yet the College and its service
provider are not living up to the Church’s
call to social and economic justice,”
Driscoll continued.
Hurley of America did offer the workers
a new contract, but according to Asha
Chana ’09, who participated in the
protests, the new contract did not increase
wages at all. Instead, the only significant
change made was that the workers would
receive one fewer vacation day than they
had in their last contract.
Many students, faculty, and staff refused
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Students Rock the Vote for Obama
by

Devin Murphy ’10

Asst. News Editor
Providence College students are taking
political initiative and making a difference
in the 2008 presidential election race. PC
Students for Barack Obama, a student
organization for those who
support Obama for presi
POLITICS dent, canvassed for the
Illinois Senator in prepa

ration for Super Tuesday, on Feb. 5.
Jacob Bissaillon ’09, media and com
munications coordinator, PC Students for
Barack Obama, organized an event for stu
dents to travel to Hartford, Conn, on
Tuesday. Bissaillon, along with other col
lege students from the Rhode Island area
canvassed for Sen. Obama. Bissaillon
among others went from door to door in
Hartford reminding people to vote,
much as Sen. Hillary Clinton’s support-
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ers did during the Iowa Caucasus did in
Jan. According to Bissaillon around 20
different groups canvassed for the
Obama campaign in Hartford in areas
with strong Obama contingents starting
at 12:30 p.m. until 6:45 p.m.
Canvassers reminded residents to vote
and offered those planning to vote trans
portation, babysitting services, or any
other aid that voters might need in order to
get to the poles. According to Bissaillon,
early canvassing attempts on Tuesday
morning were not met with great success,
as he was generally in working class
neighborhoods, so most residents were at
work. The rain also made going from door
to door more difficult. However, his and
others’ efforts were rewarded in the after
noon as parents accumulated at bus stops,
waiting to pick up their children. In total
Bissaillon knocked on around 200 doors in
the Hartford area, he suspects that approx
imately 2,000 doors in total were visited.
“Every vote counts,” said Bissaillon.
“I’d say 80 percent told me that they
were going to vote for Obama, and
everyone I had talked to that had voted
had voted for Obama,” said Bissaillon.
He did not want to come off to voters as
pushy and only wore an “Obama” pin
which was under his jacket. According to
Bissaillon, he was prepared to answer any
platform questions or general questions
that any voters had concerning Obama and
his campaign. However, he never encoun
tered a need to answer questions.
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PC Gets a Lesson in
Diversity
by

Kylie Lacey ’ll
News Staff

The Balfour Center for Multicultural
Affairs, the Feinstein Institute for Public
Service, and the Global Studies Program
presented Ziad Hamzeh’s The Letter: “The
American Town and the
Somali Invasion ” on,
LECTURE Tuesday, Feb. 5 in Moore
Hall.
Alexandra Pineros-Shields, Ph.D., a
Global Studies professor, introduced the film
and described its many accolades, which
include the opening night spot at both the
Amnesty International film night of2004 and
the first ever AF1 film night.
The film opened from the perspective of
a U.S. helicopter pilot who is dropped to
his death, mimicking the 2001 film Black
Hawk Down, in which nearly 100
American army rangers were murdered in
the Somalian city of Mogadishu in 1993.
That event contributed to the negative
feelings directed towards the Somalian
refugees who emigrated to Lewiston,
Maine, by its original residents.
Hamzeh’s film continued by, high
lighting the plight of the many
Somalians who fled their disease and
war stricken country to seek safety in
the United States. Maine, which was
dubbed “the whitest state in the nation”
by The New York Times according to
results from census reports, seemingly
opened its arms to the refugees.
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Fat Tuesday Comes to McPhail’s
On Tuesday, Feb. 5, students, hoping to
avoid another night at Raymond Cafeteria,
showed up to get a bite to eat at McPhail’s
during the French Club-sponsored Mardi
Gras event. The dinner, which is done to
commemorate the last day before Lent, is
known as Fat Tuesday and had been a sta
ple of the pre-Lenten festivities down in
New Orleans.
Now in its fourth year, the dinner
offered a free meal of catered bourbon
chicken, rice, mashed potatoes, and assort
ed vegetables. The successful event was
held in hopes of capturing some of the
French spirit of the famous holiday.
“We wanted to celebrate Mardi Gras and
bring a little bit of French culture to our
school,” said Mary Kate Ragno ’09.
However, the original essence of the
feast day - eating as much as possible was preserved.
And while those who showed up had no
problem sampling the food, some were less
thrilled at the looming prospect of Lent.
“I decided to come here to get all of the
goodies in before lent,” said Jim Jenkins ’09.
Though many were unsure about Lenten
vows or even refused to give anything up,
some students, such as Jenkins, have
decided to at least try and remain steadfast.
“I’m giving up sweets, soda, and the ele
vator,” said Jenkins. “And I live on the
sixth floor of Bedford.”
In New Orleans, these celebrations are
slowly making a resurgence, three years after
the devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina.
The French Club also has a few other
events scheduled on the horizon.
“We do European dessert nights with
crepes and we’ll have French theater
nights. And we’re also having some girls
from Paris to help teach people how to
makes crepes for a night,” said Ragno.

Students Lectured on Modern Opera
The Department of Western Civilization
invited two speakers hailing from
Catholic University to lecture about mod
ern opera; Andrew Earle Simpson and
Sarah Brown Ferrario. A husband and wife

team, Simpson and Ferrario discussed their
recently completed operatic trilogy based
on three Greek tragedies.
Filling Moore Hall II to capacity, the
audience listened to an hour-long presenta
tion that consisted of sound and movie
clips of the three single act operas.
Simpson, the composer of the operas, and
Ferrario, the librettist, gave an inside look
into the production.
“The project was first conceived in 1990
and we had the idea of three operas from
the start,” said Simpson.
These three operas are Agamemnon, The
Libation Bearers, and The Furies. These
three pieces express an overarching story
featuring many of the same characters
throughout.
While each opera was touched upon,
emphasis was placed on the final part of
the trilogy: The Furies. The audience
members were given a handout that out
lined the synopsis of each opera as well as
excerpts from the libretto of The Furies.
In Greek mythology, the furies were a
feminine personification of vengeance and
often had snakes slithering over their
heads complemented by batwings or the
body of a dog.
Costumes depicting the mythical char
acters where created for the opera. The
actors wore wigs of artificial snakes, but
no costumes resembling dogs were con
structed. The opera came to the end of its
run last year.
Orestia, took seven years to fully real
ize, enjoyed separate productions in 2003,
2004, and 2006.
This success may be attributed to the
gripping nature of opera.
“Many people are drawn to the opera’s
compelling depictions of human suffer
ing,” said Simpson.
The operas, filled with revenge, madness,
and betrayal, have no shortage of human suf
fering. The Web sites for each production can
be found at music.cua.edu/Agamemnon,
music.cua.edu/libat ionbearers,and
music.cua.edu/furies.
—Conor Ferguson 10
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How Sodexo Works
Sodexho’s Web site boasts that the com
pany is committed to “[mjaking every day
a better day,” and the Sodexho workers
work hard to live up to this ideal.
Peter Chojnacki, general manager for
Sodexho at Providence College, said that
in addition to serving over one million
people each day at over 800 college cam
puses nationwide, Sodexho is also a lead
ing provider of concession services for
campus sporting events, education facili
ties, construction services, plant opera
tions, and management services such as
ground maintenance.
“I very much enjoy working for
Sodexho and have been employed by them
for more than seventeen years,” he said. “I
work for the Education Division of
Sodexho because I enjoy the environment,
and the academic calendar works well for
someone who has a family.”
“Sodexho’s mission,” said Chojnacki,
“is ‘[t]o create and offer services that
contribute to a more pleasant way of life
for people wherever and whenever they
come together.’”
“Sodexho is committed to making every
day a better day for the students, faculty and
staff we serve on a daily basis, and we are
also committed to supporting the communi
ties surrounding those institutions,”
Chojnacki said as he continued. “Sodexho
programs like Cans Across America and the
Community Kitchens project move beyond
the boundaries of the college, university, or
independent school and make a positive
impact throughout the entire community.”
Paul Warrender, manager of operations
at Raymond Hall, said that he has worked
in college food service for the past 14
years. He said that Sodexho employees at
Providence College overall seem to enjoy
their jobs as much as anyone else working
in a similar environment.
“In my 25 years of food service manage
ment experience, I would say that the
employees here are some of the most moti
vated that I’ve come across in food service
anywhere,” he said. “They are also per
sonable, understanding, and very good to
our
student
customers.”

Warrender said that, as he always tells
other employees, the students are a key
reason why he enjoys his work.
“I really enjoy the challenge of seeing
things as students see things, and trying to
break away from what I’m conditioned as
a middle-aged adult to think,” Warrender
said. “I never expect a 19-, 20- or 21-yearold college student to have the same per
ceptions and values as I do, and 1 work
hard to remember that every day when I’m
at work at Providence College.”
Warrender said that salary ranges, which
he cannot Legally release to the public, at
Providence College Sodexho for hourly
frontline employees are “a product of
agreement between the food service
employees union and Sodexho.”
“Sodexho’s salaries in our education mar
ket are based on numerous factors, including
the local market,” Chojnacki said. “[The
salaries] are very competitive for the food and
facilities management industry.”
Sodexho offers employment to students at
Providence College, and Warrender said that
there are about 30 students from Providence
College currently on the payroll. Their jobs
range from working in the catering depart
ment, making coffee drinks at Jazzman’s,
working in the Dining Services office, serv
ing guests at the concession stands in
Schneider Arena, to an assortment of other
tasks at Raymond Hall and Alumni Hall Food
Court.
“In all, they represent about 20 percent of
the total dining services workforce,” he said.
The situation seems to be similar for
Sodexho at other schools in Rhode Island.
According to David W. Miller, general
manager of dining services at Salve
Regina University, Sodexho at his school
also employs students.
“Sodexho is working to stop hunger,
promote sustainable business practices, be
a responsible corporate citizen, and a great
place to work,” Warrender said, citing the
mission statement indicated on the
Sodexho Web site.
—RickKurker ’09
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Accuracy Watch

The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks every article that goes into
print to ensure that the facts are presented clearly and truthfully. Ifyou find an error
in any article, please e-mail the editor at thecowl@providence.edu. Corrections will
be printed as necessary on page 2.
Correction : In the February 1 issue of The Cowl, "Student Congress Discusses the
Hurley Workers and Other Issues, " the lastfew words ofthe article were cut off. The
quote should have read, 'There is a moral code at stake here," he said. "People need
to stand up and come forward and stand up for that code."
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LOCAL NEWS FOR THE STATE OF R.I.
Water Agency Says It Can
Accommodate Park
WEST WARWICK — The Kent County
Water Authority has stated that they are
equipped to handle the additional demand
of an indoor water park resort in West
Warwick, despite pressing concerns of
water shortage. The $140-million devel
opment would use 120,000 gallons on an
average day and as much as 220,000 gal
lons a day if the resort were at capacity.
Many worry that the water park will exac
erbate the water shortage but Timothy J.
Brown, general manager of the Kent
County Water Authority, disagreed.
“There’s a misconception out there [that
large projects are draining our supply], and
it’s incorrect,” Brown said last week in The
Providence Journal. “Our position has
always been that an increase in the use of
water over the summer period has put us in
a deficit condition.”
Dial Family Resorts, a Nebraska devel
oper, plans to build Shipwreck Falls, a
resort boasting a 65,000-square-foot
indoor water park surrounded by 347 hotel
rooms, in the West Warwick Business
Park. According to the Dial Family
Resorts, it will also include a 28,000
square feet of convention space, family
dinner theater, a spa, a restaurant and a fit
ness center, according to the company. The
state House of Representatives is expected
to vote on Tuesday, Feb. 5 on a 25-year
Tax Increment Financing, or TIF, agree
ment that would help finance the project.
In order to alleviate the fears of many
about the problem of water shortage, it has
been stated that the amount of water the
agency expects to supply to fill the pools
will remain constant. Regardless of the
amount of use, the agency has committed a
set amount of 19,670 gallons per day for
the water park. The water park plans to
recycle the water it used to prevent consis
tent water usage.
“When you run out of water, you can’t
supply any new projects,” Brown said.
“Our existing customers come first. They
are protected. There wouldn’t be any more
[additional customers] if we couldn’t sup
ply them.... We will continue as long as
we feel we have a sufficient water supply.”

WPRI TV Agrees to Station Payment
PROVIDENCE — A local television
station has tentatively agreed to pay $30
million to the victims of The Station night
club fire. This settlement represents the
largest settlement to date in relation to the
Feb. 2003, West Warwick, R.I. blaze. The
blaze killed 100 people and injured more
than 200 others. Allegations state that the
station’s cameraman, Brian Butler, paused
in an exit to film the chaos as patrons were
trying to escape, which victims claim
raised the death toll.
“We did then, and still do, vehemently
deny this allegation, which is disproved by
the video itself,” said WPRI general man
ager Jay Howell in a statement released
Saturday, Feb. 2 and reported by the
Providence Journal.
However, the lawsuit states that Butler
was personally responsible for “deaths of
and severe personal injuries to plaintiffs.”
On the night of Feb. 20, 2003, more than
450 people gathered inside the night club
to see the rock band Great White.
Pyrotechnics ignited the ceiling and walls
around the stage and flames consumed the
nightclub within three minutes. Butler’s
videotape represented a key piece of evi
dence in the civil and criminal cases
brought immediately after the fire.
Criminal cases were settled against club
owners Jeffrey and Michael Derderian, as
well as the former Great White tour man
ager Daniel Biechele, who operated the
pyrotechnics that caused the blaze. The
fire was the fourth-deadliest nightclub fire
in U.S. history.

Smoke Shop Trial Evidence In
Dispute
PROVIDENCE —- State police executed a
search warrant on a smoke shop that a
Narragansett Indian tribe opened on its land
in Charlestown on July 14, 2003. The
Narragansetts were selling cigarettes without
charging Rhode Island taxes. The raid turned
violent, leaving at least eight people injured.
Seven adult Narragansetts, including Chief
Sachem Matthew Thomas, were arrested on
misdemeanor charges of assault, resisting
arrest and disorderly conduct.
The controversy lies in whether or not
state police and defense experts can
retrieve potentially deleted e-mail mes

sages related to the 2003 raid. According
to The Providence Journal, a computer
expert working on behalf of the seven
Narragansett Indians awaiting trial on
criminal charges stemming from the raid
says it is “highly likely” they can.
However, state police experts say it’s not
likely. Judge Susan E. McGuirl will hear
arguments Wednesday, Feb. 6 and deter
mine whether an expert should try to
recover deleted e-mail messages. William
P. Devereaux, who represents six of the
tribal members, asked the court Friday to
order prosecutors to do so, for an estimat
ed cost of $20,000 to $50,000.
“The state has an obligation to give us
that evidence,” said Devereaux.
The defense contends that the cases
should be dismissed because of the state’s
failure to produce documents. Prosecutors
are required by law to turn over any evi
dence that could prove a defendant’s inno
cence. Prosecutors argue they have made
every effort to disclose evidence and that
in some cases they were not aware of doc
uments until they were turned over by the
state police in response to a subpoena this
month. The state police turned over hun
dreds of pages of documents on Monday
after being ordered by McGuirl to ensure
that all evidence had been disclosed.

Charlotte, with whom he had lived, died only
11 days earlier. Shapiro was pronounced
dead at 5:48 a.m. Known as Jerry, he worked
for the Office of Rehabilitation Services, in a
unit called Services for the Blind and Visually
Impaired, helping people find education,
employment, transportation and other servic
es. He got around with a collapsible cane.
“He was very dedicated to his work and
to his clients,” said Rabbi Alvan Kaunfer,
of Temple Emanu-El. “He would travel
around and visit clients in their homes and
help them. He was a very giving and help
ful person both in his private life and in his
professional life.”
Shapiro was an elected member of the
Temple Emanu-El board of directors,
which is a group of 50 to 60 people, and at
his urging the president of the congrega
tion recently had authorized the creation of
a committee to see if the synagogue facili
ties could be made even more handicapped-accessible than they are. Shapiro’s
funeral service was held at noon on
Sunday, Feb. 3 at Temple Emanu-El. The
fire that killed Shapiro was the second fatal
fire in Rhode Island in two days.
—Sara Beth Labanara ’ll

*A11 the above stories were originally
reported in The Providence Journal

Blind Man Killed in Fire
PROVIDENCE — Gerald Shapiro,
54, a prominent member of Temple
Emanu-El and a legally blind man who
counseled the visually impaired as a
state employee, died in the early morn
ing hours of Friday, Feb.l, in a fire at
his house on the East Side of
Providence.
“It is a real tragedy and we are very sad
dened about this,” said Gary Alexander,
director of the Rhode Island Department of
Human Services, where Shapiro was
employed for 29 years.
The fire apparently began from an electri
cal mishap due to a ceiling light fixture on the
first floor, according to Providence Fire
Marshal Anthony DiGiulio. About 35 fire
fighters from a number of fire companies
responded to a knock on the door of the fire
station as well as a 911 call and found
Shapiro’s two-and-a-half-story Dutch colo
nial house filled with smoke. Shapiro was
home alone. His 84-year-old mother,

PC Students Get into the Lenten Spirit
by

Melissa Silvanic ’08
News Staff

The season of Lent within the Christian
calendar is often described as a time for
reflection and self examination. This year,
Lent began on Ash Wednesday, Feb. 6, and
ends on Easter Sunday,
STUDENT March 23. At Providence
LIFE College, there are many
opportunities for students
to take part in the Lenten season.
Lent is the period before Easter. Lent is
40 days long because within the Bible, 40
is the classic number of discipline, devo
tion, and preparation.
According to Rev.Thomas Blau, O.P.,
and chaplain at the College, Lent is a
“retreat” for the Christian community. The
Christian people prepare to remember the
Redemption that was won on Good Friday
and on Easter Sunday.
During Lent, the Christian people fast
and they feel that it is important to fast as
a group. Most people are familiar with the
tradition of giving up meat on Fridays dur
ing Lent. Meat is not defined as sinful, but
meatless Fridays during Lent help with the
responsibility for forming moral character.
“If you say no to something that you
have a desire for, you gain strength of will.
You will then have greater strength against
what is really sinful if you practice with
something that’s not morally sinful
[meat],” said Blau.
Since this is a hard task to complete, it is
easier to accomplish it within a group.
This is why meat is not consumed on
Fridays during Lent. This collective effort

leads to moral strength as individuals and
as a community.
“We are communally strengthening our
moral willpower,” said Blau.
While the meatless Fridays on campus
enable students and faculty to easily take
part in the tradition, it does not please all
members of the community.
“I don’t like the fact that the cafeteria
doesn’t serve meat on Fridays during Lent.
I think they should have the option of both
meat and vegetarian like they do now,”
said Tom Kennedy ’08.
Lent is also a time to do something
positive with regards to the Christian
religion. Examples could be reading the
daily Gospel, which can be found at
www.usccb.org/nab/, acts of community
service, or Bible reflection. Daily Mass
is offered on campus and students are
welcome at any time.
“Lent is a time of sacrifice and the
sacrifice enriches your soul and makes
you more one on one with Christ,” said
John Rilui ’08
In terms of the ash smudge received on
the forehead on Ash Wednesday, Father
Blau explained the reasoning. “American
religion is primarily internal. Since you
can’t see the smudge on your own head,
but you can see it on other people, it’s a
statement that you’re joining the retreat of
Lent,” said Blau.
A large part of the Providence College
community does take part in these tradi
tions and many students try to give some
thing up during Lent.
“In addition to sacrifice, I like to try and
do something extra during Lent. For
example, going to daily mass or extra

prayer,” said Terry Sullivan ’08.

If you have something of sin,
go after it and break the bad
habit. It takes about 25 days to
develop a habit, so during the 40
days of Lent, there is time to
undo a bad habit and create new,
good habits.

Throughout Lent, there are also several
saints’ days for Christians to celebrate; the
day of the Lord’s Transfiguration and the
day of the Lord’s Triumphal Entrance into
Jerusalem, which is also known as Palm
Sunday. This is the beginning of Holy
Week. For Christians, Holy Week includes
Holy Thursday, which is when Jesus first
celebrated Mass; Good Friday, the day of
Crucifixion; and Holy Saturday, the last
day of Lent and the day that Jesus Christ
lay in the tomb before the Resurrection on
Easter Sunday.

Rev. Thomas Blau O.P.

Lent is a perfect time to change a bad
habit or create a new one. While meat
less Fridays are a very traditional way to
abstain, some people may choose to
change another habit in addition to
abstaining from meat in order to create
moral strength. Some people choose to
abstain from checking e-mail every hour
on the hour, drinking alcohol, using
AOL instant messenger, or wasting time
on Facebook.
“If you have something of sin, go
after it and break the bad habit. It takes
about 25 days to develop a habit, so dur
ing the 40 days of Lent, there is time to
undo a bad habit and create new, good
habits,” said Blau.
Many students take part in giving some
thing up, but the early date of Easter 2008
has not provided much time for thought.
“I usually give something up, but I
haven’t thought much about it yet,” said
Sal Saccoccio ’08.
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Motivational Speaker Travis Roy Comes To PC
by

Mike Springer ’08
News Editor

Eleven seconds was all it took for the
life of former Boston University men’s
hockey player Travis Roy, to change forev
er. Entering his first game as a freshman
against the University of
, . .
North Dakota, Roy quickly
found himself laying out
on the ice, paralyzed from
the shoulders down.
“Friday, Oct. 20, 1995, started off as the
best day of my life,” said Roy. “But before
it was over, it would be one of my worse.”
Roy turned that negative experience into
a positive one. Today, he tours the country
giving motivational speeches to everyone
from junior high school students to doctors
about his life, his experiences, and the
importance of staying positive.
On Wednesday Feb. 6, Roy spoke at ‘64
Hall at Providence College to over 100
students during an hour long lecture spon
sored by B.O.P.
“One of the girls from B.O.P read his
book Eleven Seconds and said he was
amazing and that we should try and get
him down here,” said Brianne Diorio ’09,
member of B.O.P’s lecture comittee.
The lecture began with a short video
highlighting Roy’s life, all the way up to
the accident. Roy grew up in Augusta,
M.E. where his mother was a homemaker
and school teacher and his father managed
a hockey rink and got Roy skating at just
20 months of age.
“When your dad manages an ice rink
you spend a lot of time out on the ice and I
loved every minute of it,” said Roy.
From there, Roy talked about how all
through his life everyone from coaches to
counselers talked about the importance of
setting goals, something Roy didn’t pay
much attention to until he entered his
freshman year of high school.
“During my freshman year of high
school, I decided to write down all my

goals, which included how many points
and assists I would get, to going to a
Divison I school to play hockey on a
scholarship, to playing in the NHL and
even playing on the USA Olympic
Team,” said Roy.
Setting goals would become an impor
tant part of Roy’s life in terms of helping
him to stay motivated.
“I don’t believe there is any way to stay
motivated other than setting goals,” said
Roy, “First thing about goals is you’ve got
to want to see how good you can become
at whatever you choose.”
Roy then recounted how he showed
his list of goals to his parents who were
excited for him. But Roy’s father
reminded his son that it didn’t matter
how good a hockey player he was; if he
didn’t have the grades, he wouldn’t be
able to play Division I.
“Growing up, I had a mild form of
dyslexia,” said Roy, “So I never really
enjoyed school, but because I knew I
wanted to play college hockey, I decided
to work hard and set some academic
goals for myself such as maintaining a B
average and breaking 1000 on the SATs,
which 1 did.”
Upon graduating high school, Roy went
on to prep school for two years, to further
hone his skills as a hockey player. From
there, Roy was recruited by almost every
major Division I hockey school such as the
of Harvard University and the University
of Vermont. But Roy finally settled on
going to Boston University, one of the best
hockey schools in the country at the time.
“Boston University had won four
national championships, including one
the previous year as well as had more
current players into the NHL than any
other college at the time,” said Roy. “So,
the history of the program fit in well
with my goals.”
In college, Roy continued to work hard,
as there were six freshmen on the hockey
team, but only four of them would play.

Roy made it a goal for himself to play in
his first game as a freshman.
“I remember I was called into the
coach’s office two days before our opener
and the coach told me that I would be
playing in the first game against North
Dakota and the second game against
Vermont,” said Roy. “I was so excited that
I started calling everyone I knew.”
When Roy finally entered the game,
he said he saw the opposing defenseman
with the puck and thought he could
check him into the boards and start his
collegiate career off with a bang. Roy
recounted how he lowered his shoulder
and skated towards the defenseman, los
ing his balance and crashing into the
boards head first.
“My head was saying no, problem. I’ve
done this a 1,000 times, just get up,” Roy
said. “But my brain was sending a message
that my body wasn’t receiving.”
It was at that moment that Roy caught a
glimpse of a red and white blur out of the
comer of his eye and saw that the doctor
was moving his arm. He couldn’t feel a
thing and realized he was now paralyzed.
Roy asked for his father to come down on
the ice. When he arrived by his son, Roy’s
father told him to get up, but Roy told him
that his neck hurt and he couldn’t feel any
thing down his spine.
“I called my dad down onto the ice
because I just wanted to tell him that I had
made it,” said Roy.
Roy was then taken to the hospital
where x-rays showed that he had broken
his fourth and fifth level cervical verte
brates and was now a paraplegic. During
his stay in the hospital, Roy was hooked up
to a breathing machine and could only
communicate through blinking.
After a few months, Roy was transferred
to the Shepard Center in Atlanta, Ga.,
which specializes in spinal care and rehab.
There, he was put into a wheelchair, and
for the first time, the gravity of the situa
tion began to sink in.

“That was a reality check for me,
thinking there I’d be in a wheelchair for
the rest of my life,” Roy said. “But I
also realized that I had so much to be
thankful for, so much to live for, so
many choices left to make.”
Roy said he once again began to set
goals for him-self and after months and
months of rehab, he began to accom
plish some of them. From that point on,
Roy began to realize the importance of a
positive attitude, as well as maintaining
the rest of his core values such as having
pride, respect, love, setting goals, and
working hard.
“Core values help us at times when
we choose to challenge ourselves and
when time chooses to challenges us,’
said Roy. “These values also show us
who we are and more importantly, who
we will become.”
The lecture ended with students having the
chance to ask Roy a myriad of questions,
ranging from how his relationships with his
friends have changed since the incident to
what it was like when he first realized he was
paralyzed. Roy left a positive impact on those
in attendance at the event.
“I thought his story was very inspira
tional and it makes you think about some
of the things that you take for granted,”
said Samantha Pittman ’08. “And as a stu
dent athlete, you can understand how hard
he worked and how tough that would be to
have it all taken away.”
Roy is the author of the book Eleven
Seconds: A Story of Tragedy, Courage, and
Triumph and is also the founder of the
Travis Roy foundation, which works
towards finding a cure for those who have
suffered spinal injuries.

Somalians: Students See the Effects of Racism
continued from front page
The film then focused on Lewiston,
where various adjustment and aid
groups lead by Mayor Kaleigh A. Tara
helped assimilate Somalians into the
community.
“Our town was a very positive space
to ease immigrants into a foreign land,”
said Tara.
However, according to the film, as
numbers of foreigners began to build,
negative feelings arose. Media portray
als of Middle Easterners, from TV news
reports to movies such started filling
people’s minds with racist and stereo
typical views of Somalians.
One group, a national white supremacy
organization called the World Church of
the Creator, began rallying for support
from locals.
David Steams, a Lewiston reverend in
the World Church, spoke of the Somalians
as vermin.
“Like the blacks in this country, they
leech off the system,” he said. ‘‘They
spread disease and multiply like rats.”
The situation came to a head when the
mayor, Larry Raymond, chose to pub
lish a letter on the front page of the local
newspaper, instructing all Somalians to
refrain from inviting their relatives and
friends to Lewiston.
“To single them [Somalians] out, some
one had to say something,” he said. “I
guess it was my job.”
Numbers regarding the welfare cover
age that the Somalians were receiving
were exposed as grossly exaggerated.
When asked about this, Raymond
replied:‘Tm not a numbers guy.”
“That quote really got to me,” said Kim
Lehan 11. “For a politician to outright
admit he had no basis for numerical facts
he put in such a public letter . . . that’s a
scary side of the American government.”
According to the film, the response to
the letter was both outrage and applause.
On both a local and international level.

News teams from 60 Minutes to BBC
came to Lewiston to interview residents
and cover the issue. People from out of
state commented negatively on the town.
“Maine used to be a good state to live in,”
said an anonymous American in the film,
“Lewiston sounds like a terrible place!”
Taking advantage of the coverage
they were receiving, the World Church
of the Creator decided to hold a rally on
Jan. 11, 2003. They planned to wear all
black and march through the streets of
Lewiston, spreading their ideas about
the true American citizen.
“When our founding fathers spoke of
equality among men,” said Stearns,
“They meant it for real Americans—the
white Christians.”
According to the film, the pro-refugees
group, Many and One, chose to hold their
“friendship walk” rally on the same day as the
World Church’s to make a point.
The time leading up to the rallies was
anything but peaceful. Many Lewiston
residents praised the mayor for his
efforts against the foreigners.
“I ain’t ever been jumped in my life,”
said one resident. “When these
Somalians come here, the first week, I
get jumped by five of them.”
Three teenage Lewiston residents told
Hamzeh and his camera crew that they
were attacked on one of their porches by
a gang of 10 Somalians who mistook
them for drug dealers.
“I see them doing crack on the
streets,” one of the girls said. “They’re
rapists and crack dealers.”
The various religious groups in the area,
from Father Ted Toppsess of the Greek
Orthodox Church to Mark Schlotterbeck, the
city missionary attempted to induce peace.
“The day of the rally, we are holding
a private service,” said Toppsess. We
want those who feel uncomfortable
going to either of the rallies to have a
place to come and celebrate diversity.”
The day of the rally, 230 policemen were
brought in to keep the peace-the largest num

ber ever called for a single event in the state
of Maine.
Negative sentiments were tossed back and
forth between the two rallies, but ultimately,
nothing more than statements were hurled.
The day ended peacefully.
Hamzeh’s first screening of the film was in
the auditorium of Lewiston Middle School.
“After the film,” he said, “there was 10
minutes of applause. Then people began to
get up, tears streaming down their faces, hug
ging each other, feeling shame about what
happened in their town.”

KAPLAN

When asked about what he hopes people
will take away from his movie, Hamzeh said
he hopes people will learn to not ignore issues
of racism and discrimination.
“It’s like that song . . . about dancing,
not sitting on the side,” he said. “People
need to realize when they are needed,
and do something about it.”
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Student Congress Outreach Committee Plans Spring Events
by

Lauren Ballback ’ll

News Staff
Student Congress’s Outreach Committee
met on Thursday, Jan. 21 to discuss the details
of their upcoming spring events: Junior
Leadership Conference and Stuartstock.
The
Outreach
STUDENT Committee, led by Claire
ACTIVISM Seguin ’08, is relatively
new. Two years ago it was
part of the internal and external Public
Relations committee of Student Congress.
When Congress restructured its commit
tee, this group was formed with a unique
purpose. “The job of this committee,”
Seguin explains, “is to represent the
responsibility Of the students. The other
groups serve as a liaison to the student,
managing students life affairs, this group
works to get the school involved”.
The Outreach Committee organized
Midnight Madness, this fall in celebra
tion of the beginning of the basketball
season. This spring the committee is
planning two events: Junior Leadership
Conference and Stuartstock.
The Junior Leadership Conference
(JLC) is an event that Congress hosts that
gives juniors and seniors from all over
Rhode Island a chance to develop their
leadership skills. The day consists of five
different activities on a range of topics
such as time management, and diversity.
As committee member Chris Huber ’10
describes, “This event is designed to help
the leaders of tomorrow become better
leaders today.”
The conference will take place on April
5, from’ 8:00-4:00 It will be all day event
held in Slavin Hall.
In order to attract students to this event,
the group has been working with high
school guidance counselors. Each member
of the committee has five to six high
schools that they are personally in contact.
Five allotted students from each school
will be chosen to attend. The students will
receive applications from their guidance
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The Student Outreach Committee began finalizing plans for the Spring Semester.
The events include Stuartstock, a concert held on Slavin Lawn, featuring PC
bands and local bands. The Committee is currently entertaining ideas for slogans
for the concert t-shirts.
counselors and must be completed by
March 14, 2008. One hundred students
were involved in last year’s conference,
and 100 students is the projected target
number of students for this year’s confer
ence as well.
Discussion arose when group mem
bers questioned what to do if a school
sent in more than their five applicants,
to which Seguin confirmed that they’ll
just “have a waitlist.”
The final topic of the night was
Stuartstock, the third annual concert that
plays host to PC bands. It will be held

on Saturday, Apr. 19, from 2:00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m. The concert is named after
Rev. Stuart McPhail, O.P., the former
vice president of students services. It
began as a small event hosted in
McPhail’s, but last year it struck success
when it moved outdoors onto the Slavin
lawn. This year, event coordinator,
Andy MacMannis ’09, hopes for anoth
er big turnout. The concert’s nonalco
holic nature makes it differ from other
events on campus.
“It’s publicized as the alternative to
drinking. It’s cotton candy and snow

cones,” said MacMannis.
Last year Stuartstock happened to coin
cided with an article published in The
Providence Journal on Monday, Feb. 26,
2007, in which writer Jennifer D. Jordan
discussed PC’s “serious problem with
binge drinking.” The bad publicity was
countered with this event, which was, as
MacMannis put it, “kind of like Congress’s
response to the publicity.”
MacMannis is optimistic that attendance
this year will be up and, as he explains,
“this is a free even ... your ticket would be
a blanket”.
Of the featured bands, a majority of the
members attend PC. Last year, 11 bands
played; this year they are hoping for
around 15 bands to make the concert a bit
bigger. The bands are not paid for their
participation, but rather play for the pub
licity. Although, many bands graduated
last year, MacMannis still predicts a good
selection of music. Any band who wishes
to play is welcome to contact MacMannis;
there is no audition required.
The bands will perform outside, on
Slavin lawn, where there will be two
stages. The committee decided that if
inclement weather persists on the day of
the concert it will be relocated indoors to
McPhail’s. Details concerning food and
the final design of the Stuartstock T-shirt
will be finalized at a later date.
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Vote: PC Students’ Canvassing Brings Voters to the Pollcontinued from front page
“The people I talked to . . . were all
very educated in terms of the election,”
said Bissaillon.
Very few voters Bissaillon encoun
tered were undecided about whom to
vote for, or if they were definitely going
to vote. He only met with two or three
people who were not comfortable
exchanging their political views with
him or any other canvassers.
Bissaillon and many others finally
stopped canvassing around 6:45 p.m. on
Tuesday. Some canvassers did choose to
do some telephone banking, calling vot
ers reminding them to vote, until 7:00
p.m. or 8:00 p.m.
The canvassers did provide eight voters
with transportation to the pols. According
to Bissaillon, no canvassers were required
to provide any babysitting services or any
other services to voters.
PC Students for Barack Obama was
initially started in Sept. 2007. Bissaillon
was contacted by PC alumnus Kim
Ahern ’07, director of Rhode Island
Students for Obama, over the summer
vacation. A leadership team was then
formed early in the fall semester. Those
students holding leadership positions in
the organization in addition to
Bissaillon are: Angely Martinez ’08,
campus coordinator; LeeAnn Byrne
’09,outreach coordinator; and Laura
Bucci ‘10, membership coordinator.
At present, PC Students for Barack
Obama’s membership stands at 45 stu
dents. The students have not had many
chances to organize events last semester,
as the presidential campaign was not as
intense. However, with the primaries here,
PC Students for Barack Obama hopes to be
able to schedule more events locally.
“I definitely think PC is a good environ
ment for Obama,” said Bissaillon.
PC Students for Obama has also been
working closely with Devin Driscoll,
deputy director of Rhode Island Students
for Obama.
Bissaillon and other members of PC
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The Students for Barack Obama have made a Facebook group that students can
join to either learn more about the senator or to become more actively involved
within his campaign.
Students for Barack Obama made individ
ual trips to New Hampshire over the win
ter recess for the New Hampshire
Democratic primary. Bissaillon, canvassed
there as well for Sen. Obama. Group mem
bers have also received information to help

them campaign in their own states.
According to Bissaillon, the Students
for Barack Obama, movement started at
Harvard University. From there it spread
to other Ivy League schools and with the
help of Facebook.com individual chap

ters began to sprout up across the coun
try. Each college and university in
Rhode Island has its own chapter of
Students for Barack Obama.
The group coordinates with the “Go
Obama,” organization, which has a state
chapter and is in contact with the national
organization. According to Bissaillon, the
state director of Go Obama, was worried
about Obama’s popularity on the PC cam
pus, and worried that the campus was more
conservative as a whole. However, after
consideration Bissaillon and the state
director decided that one platform differ
ence would not be enough to drive students
away from supporting Obama.
After the results of “Super Tuesday,”
Feb. 5, Sen. Hillary Clinton has 818 total
delegates and Sen. Barack Obama has 730
total delegates. Two thousand twenty five
delegates to win the Democratic Primary.
In the more immediate fitture PC Students
for Barack Obama will be planning another
canvassing event. They will be doing the
same type of activities as on Tuesday.
PC Students for Barack Obama meets
for a half an hour per week. Any student
wishing to become involved in PC
Students for Barack Obama can e-mail
Jacob Bissaillon at jbissail@providence.edu or join the Facebook group
PC Students for Barack Obama.

Men and Women Needed for
Alcohol Drinking Research Study
The Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies at Brown University is examining the effects of a
medication on responses to drinking, alcohol-re la ted cues, and alcohol consumption. Study
participation will involve several outpatient visits over an approximately 6-week period and involve
participants monitoring drinking, mood, and behavior.

Earn up to $883 for completing the study
You must be 18 or older, a regular drinker, and not seeking treatment for alcohol problems.

Call (401) 863-6461
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Hurley: Workers, Students, and Faculty Rally for a Fair Contract
continued from front page
to cross the picket lines and some opted to
join in. The protest was organized in part
by the Student Labor Alliance (SLA),
which is described by its members as a
group of people who, “work together to
educate the community about workers’
issues,
encourage
worker-student
friendships, and speak up for just treat
ment of workers on campus.”
“We believe this in line with both the
Catholic mission of the school and the
community’s vision of hope and justice for
the future,” said Kerry Bergin ’09.
Andrea Avila ’08, SLA member, said
that as members of the community, it is
the responsibility of students to do
whatever is necessary to “ensure the
dignity of each individual, including the
dignity of their work.”
Avila cited Pope John Paul II in terms of
her personal investment to the situation. John
Paul II writes in section eight of the Laborem
Excercens: “This solidarity must be present
whenever it is called for by the social degrad
ing of the subject of work, by exploitation of,
the workers and by the growing areas of
poverty and even hunger. The church is firm
ly committed to this cause, for she considers
it her mission, her service, a proof of her
fidelity to Christ, so that she can truly be the
‘church of the poor’.”
“We are personally invested in the
plight of the Hurley workers because we
have taken on this mission given to us
by John Paul II,” said Avila. “As they
are members of our community, their
struggle is our struggle.”
“For uniting, our janitors face beratement and threats of discipline from their
Hurley of America supervisors,” said
Bergin. “Now we’re directing our energy,
not only for a more just wage, but also for
the respect of workers’ rights on campus.”
According to Avila, the SLA has hosted
several events in support of the workers
over the past few months.
“Last semester, Providence College
students, Hurley workers, and their fam
ilies were able to join together to have
pot-luck style dinner,” Avila said. “It
was a beautiful event where workers and
students were able to overcome barriers
of language and culture and begin to
build a sense of community.”
Avila and Bergin each mentioned the
SLA-run rally that took place on Tuesday,
Jan. 22, where students, faculty, workers
and community members gathered to cele
brate the community as a whole.
According to Bergin, speakers at the rally
included: City Councilmember Luis
Aponte, who introduced the unanimouslypassed resolution in support of PC’s con
tracted janitors; Michael Hayes, professor
of social work and public service, who
read the Faculty Senate Resolution; and
several members of the SLA.
“I feel like the rally was a success,”
Bergin said. “Through speeches and song,
we were encouraging the development of
the ‘Beloved Community,’ which gave the
rally a positive atmosphere. Despite the
sleet, we had a great turnout of, by my own
estimate, sixty students from PC, elected
officials, professors, and students from
surrounding colleges.”
“Once news reached us that a strike was
likely, we began preparations for support
ing the Hurley workers,” Avila said.
“Every morning for a week, a growing
number of students turned out at 6:30 a.m.
to serve the workers coffee, hot chocolate
and donuts at the shift change to demon
strate that we were ready and willing to
support them in the event of a strike, not
only morally but tangibly as well.”
The Alliance, according to Avila, held a
march through the Providence College
campus on Tuesday, Jan. 29. Since the
workers were not allowed on campus
unless they were working, many met the
students at the River Avenue gates with
“flowers and gratitude.”
“They began cheering enthusiastically
as soon as they saw us coming down the
road with our signs and banners,” Avila
said. “It was an emotional moment as
students and workers hugged and chant
ed in front of the gates to our school.
We joined together to sing ‘The Prayer
of St. Francis,’ as our goal is to be a con
duit of peace and to bring hope to those
who have none.”

According to Driscoll, over 150 stu
dents, alumni and organizers participated
in the march.
The march was not without controver
sy; however, as one student claimed an
employee of Hurley was trying to intim
idate the workers who participated in
the march.
Avila said that the SLA also held a can
dlelight vigil on Thursday, Jan. 31, mark
ing the expiration of the workers’ contract
with Hurley and “the beginning of a finan
cially perilous time for the workers.”
According to Driscoll, Providence
College has yet to take a stance in the
recent labor dispute.
“I am really hurt by the College’s con
venient posturing of ‘neutrality’ with a
third-party contractor,” Driscoll said.
“Because we have outsourced our janitori
al services, we are able to check our com
mitment to our much-touted mission at the
door Just because economic issues are
hard does not mean the College should get
a blank check to ignore them.”
“Yes, Father Shanley has a commitment
to seeing that the College is financially sta
ble, but not at the cost of living under two
sets of beliefs,” said Driscoll. “Our mis
sion is our mission, whether the issues are
social or economic.”
The president of the College, Rev.
Brian J. Shanley, O.P., was unavailable
for comment.
“Each of us can make a difference in
this situation for the mere fact that we
are students here,” said SLA member
Ilyse Sakamoto ’09. “It is interesting to
see how our school will support so many
different causes to create peace and jus
tice off our campus, be it in another state
or across borders, but when that oppor
tunity is in our immediate community,
we are silenced.”
“We believe that our janitors have very
important voices in this community, and
they deserve respect,” said Bergin. “They
should not have to work in fear.”
As for other groups on campus, Rev.
Thomas Blau, O.P., said that there has been
no “formal decision” within Campus
Ministry, which consists of over 25 service
groups on campus, pertaining to the
Hurley workers’ ordeal, but students are
free to take a stance if they so choose.
“I know that many teachers, individu
als and organizations on campus were
involved,” Blau said. “Since I have been
a member of three unions in my life, I
know how complicated labor negotia
tions can be, especially when there is a
third
party
contract
involved.
Therefore, I encouraged people at each
Mass to pray that a peaceful situation
with a good resolution occur.”
Aimee Audette ’09, member of the
SLA, hopes that PC students keep in mind
that this is a real issue, and that workers
are making a huge sacrifice by striking and
not earning wages.
“Over the past couple of months,
involved students and I have gotten to
know a lot of the janitors very well and
it’s important to remind the PC campus
that they aren’t invisible,” Audette said.
“They are people with families much
like our own.”
“There’s Rosa, who cleans Concannon
and works extremely hard so she can send
money to her sick mother in the
Dominican Republic,” Audette said. “And
Eduardo, who cleans Mai Brown where
live. I have never once seen him empty the
trash room on my floor without a smile.
And even Jorge, the proud father who
works extremely hard every day on our
campus in the hopes that his children will
have a brighter future.”
“As an involved student in this
cause,” Audette concluded. “I urge my
fellow students to take a stand, to fight
for something meaningful and real here
on our very own campus.”

* The Cowl will continue to update the commu
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Faculty, students and others from around the community rallied around the
Hurley workers to support them during their 72-hour strike.

Visit www.TheCowl.com

Tuesday, February 12,2008 7:00 Moore Hall I

immigration Policies, Practices,and Outcomes
The impact of immigration policy on children, families, and communities will be
discussed. Dr. Peter Margulies, a law professor from Roger Williams University,
will frame the conversation with an overview of current policies and practices.
Panelists will include individuals who work with children and families in
community- and school-based settings. This will be an interactive panel
presentation that will enable the audience to view the issues from multiple
perspectives.
Sponsored by the Providence College Education Department Diversity Advisory
Group, with funding provided by Project RITER, a Teacher Quality Enhancement
Grant

McPhail’s
Line-up!
THURSDAY 2/7: TRIPLE POINT!! 9PM.
Check out their debut performance in McPhail's!! This PC Band is sure to
put on a good show!! Full bar with proper ID @ 8:00pm.

FRIDAY 2/9: KARAOKE NICUT IN MCPHAIL'S!!! 9PM
Come sing your heart out in McPhail’s!! See if you have what it takes to
sing on stage!! The bar will be open at4:30pm. Proper ID required.

nity on the Hurley workers and their ongoing

talks, through both print and online media , until
the situation has been resolved.

SATURDAY 2/9: WERE 90'9 BABIES!!
Hey 80’s Babies! Come dance the nightaway in McPhail's to all your
favorite 80’s music!! Full bar with proper ID @ 8:00pm.

Add McPhailsO2 to your buddy list!! Check us out on Facebook!!
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Maryland Congressmen Hit the Books
By Christopher Mitchell ’09
World Staff

Americas: United States
With all the political rhetoric now flood
ing the airways, you might begin to wonder
wnat issues Democrats and Republicans
can actually bring themselves to agree upon
these days. One answer may surprise
you—textbook costs.
No longer a problem recognized
solely by students, Mandand lawmak
ers gathered on Jan. 29 to attend a
hearing on what is dubbed the
Textbook Fairness Act, proposed leg
islation that aims to curb the rising
costs of textbooks nationwide. The
delegate who proposed the bill,
Marvin E. Holmes Jr., was apparently
inspired after enrolling in a law course
last year. And Holmes is not
alone—the hearing had earned signifi
cant bipartisan support for the issue.
Aside from his personal experience,
Holmes also cited the findings of an
investigation made by the Government
Accountability Office (GAO), which
revealed statistics that would bring
shame to any economics professor.

According to the GAO, textbook costs
have been rising at rates double that of
inflation for the past 20 years, with no
indications that this trend will slow
down. This brings great concerns for the
federal government, since tax dollars
help bear the burden of such costs for
nearly half of the country’s college stu
dents through financial aid packages.
So who’s making such considerable
profit off both students and the gov
ernment? Perhaps a more appropriate
question would be: Who isnft? Many
congressional House members visit
most of their criticism on the particu
lar arrangements struck between uni
versities and bookstores. In his home
state, Marvin Holmes cites such an
arrangement at a University of
Maryland campus, where Barnes and
Noble, the company that runs the cam
pus bookstore, has allowed the store to
sell textbooks at as much as 25 percent
above wholesale price, from which the
university receives 10-14 percent of
the revenue from these sales.
“They’re trying to make a profit,”
Holmes tells The Washington Post,
“My concern is the students. How can
we find a way for students to buy the
books to serve the purpose of their

classes as cheap as possible?”
However, the issue isn’t always
about dollars and cents. Publishers
state that modem textbooks now must
include such supplemental material as
study guides, CD’s, and online servic
es in response to suggestions from
well-meaning professors. In a time
where massive class sizes are often the
norm for universities, these add-ons
can allow for better independent learn
ing where more individualized instruc
tion is impossible.
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On the other hand, there are some
who view these as simply another
strategy to keep mandating the release

of new editions, since publishers make
no money off of the used book market.
Student groups have told the GAO
that, at the very least, the inclusion of
such bundled products should be left
as optional for students, particularly
those that can least afford them.
One important aspect of the GAO’s
investigation is its disproportional
effect on certain students. For the
average full-time undergraduate at a
four-year public college, for example,
the cost of books constitutes eight per
cent of one’s tuition, whereas stu
dents paying in-state tuition at public
colleges pay an average 26 percent of
their tuition on books. For those
attending two-year public institu
tions, it is 72 percent. With these per
centages making up the less-tnanexpected costs of one’s education, it
is becoming a more common practice
for students to try to do without cer
tain textbooks altogether, staying
above the red at the cost of one’s edu
cation.
Some people are fond of making
the rhetorical statement that educa
tion is truly worth any price. Perhaps it
is becoming a better thing to be stingi
er, and not so quick to concede.

Fears Arise Over Sushi
Are you concerned about the mercury levels in sushi?
By Diana Gingles ’08
World Staff

Health
There is growing concern about the
mercury levels in sushi sold in restau
rants in the United States.
The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has begun testing fish
sold in the New York City area.
The EPA has decided to investigate
mercury levels in fish after an uncom
monly high level of mercury was
found in the blood of a large adult pop
ulation of New Yorkers last spring.
A study of the fish sold in tne region
will look at the most common species
of fish sold in the City, which includes
various types of tuna.
In an article by The New York Times,
laboratory tests revealed high traces of
mercury in sushi made from tuna.
Blue-fin tuna yielded the highest
amounts of mercury, and it was esti
mated that a person who consumed
two or three pieces a week over a long
period of time would “exceed the lev
els considered acceptable by the EPA.”
The National Fisheries Institute
(NFI), an organization that oversees
trade in the seafood industry, has pro
duced leaflets for fish sellers that
explain seafood safety.
The group is trying to prevent con
sumer confusion over fish consumption.
In this attempt, the National
Fisheries Institute has challenged some
of the media, including a Jan. 23 arti
cle from The New York Times, and
asked that the references and scientific
information be re-examined.
A running dialogue between Mary
Anne Hansan, vice president of the
National Fisheries Institute and Pete
Wells, dining editor of The Times, can
be viewed on the NFI Web site.
The NFI hopes that in the midst of the
negative media over mercuiy levels in
large fish like shark, tuna, tilefish, sword
fish, and king mackerel, that consumers
are not deterred from the healthy benefits
of one or two portions of fish each week
that has a low mercury level and is rich in
omega-3 fatty acids.
In an article on Jan. 30 in The New
York Times, it was noted that the tuna
tested by The Times from a chain of
five stores in New York, Gourmet

Garage, had “mercury concentration
above one part per million, the Food
and Drug Administration’s ‘action
level,’ at which the fish can be taken
off the market.”
Since the articles, many restaurants
in the New York area have increased
their mercury testing and have also
begun to announce the mercury tests
they have conducted.
Legal Sea Foods, a large restaurant
chain across the East Coast has tested
mercury levels for three years and does
not accept any fish that is above the
FDA action level.
Supermarkets like Wegmans, an
East Coast chain store, have tested
mercury levels of large fish like sword
fish and tuna for many years. Wegans
told The New York Times it has
required suppliers to test swordfish
ana will begin to request additional
tests for tuna.
Other supermarkets like Whole
Foods Markets are providing their cus
tomers with information and guides for
seafood purchasing.
The Whole Foods Market Web site
contains a fact sheet about mercury
levels in fish.
The Web site also contains a guide to
buying fish so that customers, particu
larly pregnant mothers, may avoid pur
chasing fish that may contain higher
levels of mercury that may be detri
mental to their baby’s health.
Though there is immediate concern
over the levels of mercury in fish,
many restaurants and supeirnarkets are
not worried that fish sales will be
down, given the popularity of various
types of fish.
.
In and around the Providence
College area, there are a growing num
ber of sushi restaurants. Over the
years, sushi has become a growing
trend for students eager to try a new
experience or dine somewhere other
than Raymond Hall.
Providence College senior Lauren
Diekroger does not believe that the
recent media attention will deter peo
ple from purchasing sushi.
“For most people sushi is a treat, not
something tnat is eaten everyday.
Many people can find alternatives to
tuna as well,” she said.
It is hoped that the studies of mercu
ry levels will only increase consumer
awareness.

I don’t really eat sushi,
but I am concerned.”

There should be a Surgeon
General’s warning on
each piece of sushi.”

Amanda Leeds ’ll

Pete Meegan ’08

The Sunny Side
Positive News in a Negative World

Australia will Apologize to Aborigines
By Jared Baer ’08
World Staff

|Science
For almost 45 years children were
taken from their parents under
Australian policy and never seen
again. For a very long time the events
had been simply ignored; even after
the policy clearly showed to be reckess and create class tension, the gov
ernment continued to leave the past
behind. There was no attempt to move
on, apologize, and forget. There was
only an attempt to ignore.
Now, almost 40 years later, the
Australian government will take the
first steps toward bettering relations
with the Aborigines. First on the list or
the country’s legislature is a formal
apology to the first known inhabitants
of the continent. The parliament
resumes on Feb. 13.
Many other countries have issued
formal apologies to oppressed peo
ples, included responsibility clauses in
their constitutions, or compensated
those who were disadvantaged by
government policy.
The announcement not only repre
sents an attempt to move forward by
the Australian government, it also sig

nifies a break from past government
policies. Up until a few weeks ago,
there had been no indication that an
apology was ever going to happen in
the four decades since the Aboriginal
children policy ended.
The apology will be directed toward
the
“Stolen
Generations,”
the
Aboriginal children who were taken
from their parents and transferred to
white families. Between 1915 and
1969, thousands of Aboriginal chil
dren were forcibly removed from their
families and given to institutions or
white families to be raised.
There is a significant 17-year gap in
life expectancy between the Abori
gines and whites, and the apology is
aimed to help assimilate tne Abori
gines and whites. The government
emphasized that the apology was not
meant to put blame on tne current gener
ation of Australian people, but to be a
positive move in the right direction.
In addition, the government has
promised to better fund and improve
education and healthcare facilities in
Aboriginal communities. Campaigners
for the indigenous peoples are trying
to push the measures further, asking
for a $1 billion nationwide compensa
tion package for the Aborigine people.
However, the Australian government
has continued to rule out such options.

World
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Turkish Government May Lift Headscarf Ban
Draft Amendment Proposed to Allow Female University Students to Wear Headscarves
By Mary Kate Nevin ’09
Asst. World Editor

Middle East: Turkey
The Turkish government submitted
legislation on Monday, Jan. 28, to
eliminate a decades-long constitution
al ban on the wearing of headscarves
by women in universities.
The amendment is sponsored by the
ruling Justice and Development Party,
which has deep roots in the Islamic
religious community.
It is expected to pass in Turkish
Parliament this week.
“Turkey is a country which has to
make political reforms to achieve the
strategic goal of full membership in
the European Union [EU], whicn it
has chosen,” Foreign Minister Ali
Babacan said in a news conference on
Saturday, Feb. 2; its efforts reflect a
desire for a “first-class democracy
where freedoms in all fields are
enjoyed fully.”
The proposal was met with unease
by many Turks who worry that the
headscarf represents a symbol of
Islamic extremism, and lifting the ban
on its wear could threaten Turkey’s
secular democracy.

“Moves to end the headscarf ban are stop the unjust treatment against our
aimed at the very foundations of girls at university entrances.
Ataturk’s secular "republic,” Deniz
“It’s an issue of human rights, not
Baykal, leader of the secular secularism,” Ergun Ozbudun, a law
Republican People’s Party, told The professor in Ankara who was appoint
ed by the government to rewite
New York Times.
Turkey’s constitution, told The New
York Times. “In the U.S., I had Jewish
students wearing yarmulkes and
nobody cared.”
Turkey first applied for accession to
the EU in 1987 and has been bidding
for membership ever since.
In order for its accession to become
a reality, Turkey must meet certain
conditions and all EU member states
must agree to its membership.
The EU has made it clear thus far to
Turkey that in order to become a
member it must show progress in the
areas of democracy, numan rights,
civil liberties and other issues, ana has
TURKISHPRESS.COM
pressed Turkey to expand freedom of
Turkey’s Prime Minister Recip Tayyip
expression ana minority rights.
Erdogan fulfilled his campaign prom
It has not, however, taken an official
ise by submitting a draft amendment
position on headscarves. Even within
to Parliament to allow headscarves
the EU, there are varying policies
regarding the practice; France, for
example, bans neadscarves in univer
Prime Minister Recep Tayyip sities, as do some colleges in the
Erdogan, on the other hand, main Netherlands. Britain and other EU
tained to Parliament that “we are not member states see the issue as one of
working for anything else other than to civil liberties and allow them.

“Miracle Cure” for Deaf Child

Oddly Enough

By Molly Vaughn ’08, World Staff

Jerome Bartens, 11, had spent almost his entire life deaf in his
right ear. He struggled academically and socially as a result—that
isA until he heard a strange popping sound and felt something fall out
of his ear. It was a cotton wool bud.
As it turns out, all of Jerome’s doctors and hearing specialists
were wrong to diagnose his partial deafness as “wax build-up.”
Jerome, who is from Wales, simply could not hear because ne had
cotton stuck in his ear.
As he grew older, the cotton was slowly pushed out.
His family has decided that he must have put the bud in his ear as
a toddler and the centimeter-long cotton tip came off the swab’s
plastic stem.
Somehow, all of the doctors who examined him did not find the
cotton. Jerome’s father plans to file a complaint against them.
Jerome told the BBC, “I can hear much better now and I think 1’11 be
much happier at school now that my ear does not ache all the time.”

metro.co.uk

Jerome Bartens, 11, holds the cotton
bud that has been stuck in his ear, for
the majority of his life

By Amanda Silk ’08, World Editor

Frm. Sen. John Edwards (S.C.)
Edwards dropped out of the
Democratic race on Wednesday, Jan.
30, after finishing third in Florida.
Edwards announced the end of his
campaign in New Orleans, saying “It’s
time for me to step aside so that histo
ry can blaze its path. We do not know
who will take the final steps to 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue, but what we do
know is that our Democratic Party will
make history,” according to the speech
transcript available on his Web site.

Fmr. N.Y.C Mayor Rudy Giuliani
Former New York City Mayor Rudy
Giuliani, once the Republican fron
trunner, stepped out of the race on
Wednesday, Jan 30, after a crushing
defeat in Florida.

After the primary results were
announced Giuliani made what
seemed like a concession speech when
he told his supporters, “I’m proud that
we chose to stay positive and to run a
campaign of ideas in an era of person
al attacks, negative ads, and cynical
spin. You don t always win, but you
can always try to do it right, and you
did,” according to MSNBC.
At the Ronald Reagan Presidential
Libary, Giuliani not only formally
announced that he was withdrawing
from the race but also that he is
endorsing Sen. John McCain.
He also told MSNBC reporters that
he would not be seeking to run as the
Vice President: “I am not seeking any
position in government. I am going to
be a very enthusiastic and active sup
porter of John McCain. 1 have offered,
anything he or his campaign believe I
can do, 1 will do for them.

Super Tuesday
On Tuesday, Feb. 5, 15 states—AL,
AZ, AR, CA, CT, DE, GA, IL, MA.
MO, NJ, NY, OK, TN, and UT—will
be holding primaries.
In addition, four states—AK, CO,
MN, and ND—will be holding caucus
es for both parties. ID, KS, and NM
will be holding Democratic caucuses
and MT and WV will be holding
Republican caucuses.
Both parties have a lot at stake. For
Sen. Barack Obama (Ill.) and Sen.
Hillary Clinton (N.Y.), who are in a
tight race, a total of 1,681 delegates
are up for grabs.

By Brett Corrigan ’09
World STaff
t

Local
Carcieri Seeks to Reform Schools
Under the guidance of Governor
Don Carcieri, local and national edu
cational organizations will meet in
the next 18 months as part of a Rhode
Island Urban Education Task Force.
The team was established follow
ing the government’s analysis of the
state’s urban school environment,
which scored 40 percent proficiency
in statewide reading tests, as com
pared to the average of 74 percent
proficiency attained by Rhode Island
suburban schools.
Carcieri has “charged the task force
with delivering a set of recommenda
tions for reforming Rhode Island’s
urban education system,” according
to an official press release.
The force will be focusing on the
state’s major cities, particularly Central
Falls, Newport, Pawtucket, Providence,
and Woonsocket. Members including
representatives from the area’s school
departments, the Department of
Education, and local college officials,
including Providence College President,
Rev. Brian J. Shanley, O.P.

National

The Election 2008 Updater
On Jan. 29 the Democratic and
Republican parties held closed primar
ies in Florida.
Sen. Hillary Clinton (N.Y.) domi
nated the primary, winning 50 percent
of the vote. Sen. Barack Obama (Ill.)
placed second with 33 percent. Fmr.
Sen. John Edwards (S.C.) won only 14
percent of the vote. The win was
largely symbolic, however, as Florida
awarded no delegates to the
Democratic contenders.
Sen. John McCain (Ariz.) won the
Republican primary with 36 pecent of
the vote, over the 31 percent won by
Fmr. Massachusetts Governor Mitt
Romeny. Fmr. New York City Mayor
Rudy Giuliani placed third with 14
percent.

Week
in
Review

Meanwhile, Fmr. Gov. Mitt Romney
and Sen. John McCain (Ariz.) will
fight for 1,020 delegates.

What are delegates?
The entire purpose of the primary
season is for candidates to win the sup
port of delegates who will vote for
them at the party conventions.
The Democrats use proportional
representation to translate the popular
vote to the number of delegates.
The Republican system varies by
state, with some states employing a
“winner take all.”
To win the Democratic nomination,
a candidate must win a majority of
Democratic delegates. There are total
of 4,049 delegates, which means that
the “Magic Number,” or the majority,
is 2,025. Currently Clinton has 232
and Obama has 158.
Of the Democratic delegates, 3,253
are pledged delegates and 796 are
superdelegates. Pledged delegates are
elected to their position based on the
premise that they will vote for a partic
ular candidate. Superdelegates are not
elected and do not need to annouce
who they will vote for.
For a candidate to win the support of
the GOP, he must win the majority of
the 2.380 total Republican delegates,
meaning that the Republican Magic
Number is 1,191. McCain has 97
while Romney has 92.
Republicans have 1,917 pledged and
463 unpledged delgates. Unpledged
delegates, like superdelegates, do not
need to annouce tneir preference.

Increased Suicide Rates in Military
The United States Department of
Defense announced Thursday, Jan.
31, that army suicides and suicide
attempts rose to 17.5 per 100,000, up
from 12.8 per 100,000 in 200?,
according to the American Armed
Forces Press Service.
As army officials work to seek
answers, they maintained that it was a
“misconception . . that suicides are
directly linked to combat or multiple
deployments,” claiming “the root
cause of suicides boils down to rela
tionship problems,” including, “failed
marriages and difficulties with par
ents and children.”
Despite the blame being put mainly
on causes outside of the immediate
scope of the armed forces, the mili
tary did acknowledge that it could be
the job and in many cases post-traumatic stress disorder at the root of
these strained relationships.
As military officials work to find
new ways to educate troops and
improve the army lifestyle, reports
indicate that 2007 rates, when
released, are expected to be higher
than those in 2006. Initial data reports
an increase in suicide attempts to
2,000 in 2007, from about 350 in
2002, just prior to the war in Iraq.

International
Snowstorm Stupefies China
A relentless snowstorm paralyzed
much of China in the last three weeks,
disrupting more than 160 counties with
blackouts and water shortages, accord
ing to the Chinese government.
The storm, which has been record
ed as “the worst snow in five
decades” according to official govern
ment reports online, has been attributed
to at least 60 deaths and has forced close
to two million people to relocate.
Heavy winds, snow up to two feet
deep and “ice coating electricity
transmission cables . . . between 30
and 60 millimeters thick,” according
to The Associated Press, brought the
country to a standstill.
From Jan. 25 to Jan. 31 approxi
mately 5.8 million passengers were
stranded throughout the Chinese rail
ways system and 3,250 flights were
forced to be cancelled.
The storm is also expected to take a
major toll on the Chinese economy; it
could cause an estimated $7.5 billion
in losses.
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Proposed Core
Curriculum
A guide to the new core curriculum
proposed by The Core Curriculum
Review Committee
Condensed from the original report and Distributed by the Student Congress
Committee on Academics

A. Foundational Component
The Development of Western Civilization Requirement
A four semester, 20-credit (five per semester), team-taught
course taken in the freshman and sophomore years.
oAn ideal class size of forty-five students taught by a three-person
team allowing for weekly seminar meetings of fifteen students each,
o A normal course structure of three hours of large group meetings to
establish the cultural context for a primary text discussed in a weekly 2-hour
seminar.

The Theology Requirement
Two3-credit courses: one from core-designated 200-level courses
and one from core-designated 300-level courses.
The Philosophy Requirement
Two 3-credit courses in core-designated philosophy courses, at
least one of which must be an ethics course.
The Natural Science Requirement
Two 3 (or more)-credit courses, at least one designated as includ
ing a "hands-on" component
The Social Science Requirement
One 3-credit course chosen from core-designated courses in a
social science discipline.

The Fine Arts Requirement
One 3-credit course chosen from core-designated courses in the
fine arts.

Course Option #1

The course will:
1. Provide an introduction to the basic theory of differential and integral
calculus.
2. Introduce students to one-variable calculus and cover topics in limits
and differentiation.
3. Demonstrate how these techniques can be used in the analysis of
scientific data.
4. Evaluate quantitative claims according to
conceptual, statistical and mathematical criteria.
5. Demonstrate ways of responsibly communicating quantitative infor
mation in graphics and in writing.
6. Assign projects that require students to demonstrate these skills.

Intensive Writing Proficiency
One core-designated intensive writing course.
The course will:
1. Require a variety of writing assignments throughout the semester,
totaling at least 20 pages of out-of-class formal writing. At least one
writing assignment should require research and proper documentation.
2. Provide students with ample practice in writing outlines, multiple
revised drafts, peer editing, and final revision.
3. Develop the ability of students to write insightful and well-organized
essays, with a unifying thesis, supporting evidence, and language that
is precise, concise, and appropriate for the intended audience and
rhetorical situation.
4. Teach students the proper use and correct citation of sources,
appropriate for the academic discipline.
5. Enhance the ability of students to use basic stylistic techniques,
such as control of tone, variety of sentence structure, and effective use
of transitions. As needed, the course should also review basic gram
mar, punctuation, and formatting of text.

One core-designated oral communication course.

B. Learning Proficiencies Component
These requirements demand that students enhance their
proficiency in the following six areas of knowledge while at
Providence College:

Quantitative Reasoning Proficiency
One core-designated quantitative reasoning course chosen from the
two options described below. (Students who fail to meet a minimum standard
on the Quantitative Reasoning Assessment Exam (QRAE) also will be required
to take a remedial course prior to attempting this requirement.)
Course Option #1

The course will:
1. Introduce the properties and applications of functions, linear sys
terns, and
probability in business and social sciences such as linear equations
and inequalities, functions, graphs, systems of simultaneous linear
equations, matrices, probability, and mathematics of finance.
2. Teach students how to calculate basic elements of statistics such as
frequency distributions, measures of central tendency, measures of dis
persion, the normal distribution, confidence intervals, and significance.
3. Examine how quantitative reasoning and evidence are used in con
structing substantive arguments.
4. Evaluate quantitative claims according to conceptual, statistical and
mathematical criteria.
5. Demonstrate ways of responsibly communicating quantitative infor
mation in graphics and in writing.
6. Assign projects that require students to demonstrate these skills.

The course will:
1. Require students to present at least one formal oral report, along
with a variety of other oral presentations, such as student-led class dis
cussions.
2. Instruct students in delivering oral presentations that are designed to
be lively and interesting, enhanced by means of effective gestures,
body language, facial expressions, and carefully controlled vocal pitch
and intensity.
3. Instruct students in the virtues of effective communication, including
a clearly focused topic, a unified thesis, supporting evidence, and Ian
guage that is precise concise, and appropriate for the rhetorical situa
tion.

Civic Understanding Proficiency
Students will demonstrate proficiency in civic understanding through a desig
nated course or co-curricular experience.
A course or co-curricular experience that meets the Civic Understanding
Proficiency requirement will:

1. Examine, in depth, one or more public policy issues.
2. Explore the nature of the political forces, institutions, and ideas that
influence the policy outcomes studied.
3. Encourage students to consider their own role in the larger political
community and their responsibilities within that community. This analy
sis should include an examination of citizen obligations to promote key
elements of the common good such as social justice, solidarity, human
rights and dignity, participation, peace, subsidiarity, economic justice,
and a "preferential option for the poor."
4. Analyze the collective decision-making challenges associated with
seeking the common good.
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Cross-cultural Understanding Proficiency
Students will demonstrate proficiency in cross-cultural
understanding through a designated course or co-curricular expe
rience.
A course or co-curricular experience which satisfies the "Cross-Cultural
Understanding" core will:
1. Introduce students to a different culture and helps students think
about what constitutes a cultural identity and the fundamental assump
tions which underlie cultural differences.
2. Provide students with the opportunity to understand and appreciate
the perspectives of others who encounter and interpret the world in sig
nificantly different ways, while simultaneously providing students with
new perspectives on their own culture.
3. Explore the theoretical, methodological, and/or ethical issues
involved in encountering cultural differences.
4. Provide students with significant opportunity to use their understand
ing of cultural differences to reflect on their own behavior and deci
sions.

Foreign Language Engagement
All students will engage in a foreign language experience
in one of the following ways:
Option 1.
Develop language proficiency through one of the following experiences:
-one advanced course in literature, conversation, or civilization taught
in a foreign language
-a study-abroad experience in a non-English speaking country
-a one semester foreign language intensive internship
-two semesters of foreign language intensive community service
-a substantial research paper utilizing primarily foreign language
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Admissions and Student Orientation
"We recommend that the College administration review
both the Admissions and Student Orientation processes with a
view to enhancing the presentation of the core curriculum." (NCC
P9- 33)

Disputed Questions Pedagogy
"The Committee recommends that Core Courses incorpo
rate the pedagogy of disputatio ("the disputed question"), a partic
ularly Dominican intellectual tradition. Adapted to the Providence
College classrooms of the 21st Century, the tradition of the "dis
puted question" offers a pedagogical method that can enliven our
core as well as our major curriculum courses." (NCC pg. 33)
The aim of this requirement is to change students learning from pas
sive to active learning through asking questions, examining differing answers to
the question, and searching for the truth. "For some courses, instructors would
formulate as disputed questions the key issues they intend to raise." (NCC pg.
34)

Learning Communities
"The Committee recommends that "Learning Communities
(i.e. two courses in different disciplines taken simultaneously by
the same group of students) be developed to address a common
topic or theme from different academic perspectives." (NCC pg.
34)

sources.
Option 2.

Two semesters of introductory foreign language, in a new language that a stu
dent has not studied previously.

C. Integrative Component
The Integrative Components of the New Core Curriculum
aim to make fully aware to the students the "inter-relationship
between course subjects as part of a coherent liberal arts educa
tion." (New Core Curriculum, pg. 29)

Freshman Cornerstone Seminar:
"A 1 14 credit course to be taken in the fall semester of the
freshman year." (NCC pg. 29)
The intention of the freshman cornerstone seminar is to educate students
about the Core Curriculum as the foundation of a Providence College educa
tion. Readings in the course will focus on the purpose of a liberal arts educa
tion including classic and contemporary works. The seminar will be framed by
the "one disputed question/one campus" topic (discussed later). The surround
ing Providence area will be introduced to the students in a social, political, and
cultural sense. The e-portfolio (discussed later) will be established for each
student as well in the seminar. 15 students will be in each seminar for 75 min
utes per week. If feasible, students in a DWC seminar will be in the same
Freshman Cornerstone Seminar.

One Campus/One Disputed Question
The intent of the disputed question is to create a more unit
ed campus. "Each spring, the PC President will identify a disputed
question that will be the focus of campus study and discussion in
the following year. This question will be a common assignment in
all Freshman Cornerstone and Senior Capstone seminars, recom
mended as a common element in all relevant courses, and
addressed by invited speakers and other campus-wide events
over the course of they year." (NCC pg. 35)

Required Credits for Graduation
119 credit hours (NCC pg. 36)

Copies of the full Core Curriculum Proposal are
available in the Student Congress Office

If you would like to have your opinions, issues, support, or con
cerns heard and conveyed to the administration, the Student
Congress will be holding a series of open fora on the Core
Curriculum Proposal at the following times:

February 11 - 5:00 in McPhail’s
E-Portfolio
"Each student will maintain an e-portfolio during his or her
entire Providence College experience documenting fulfillment of
core objectives. It will include reflection essays on academic and
personal goals, examples of completed work, and analyses of
interconnections among academic courses and experiences."
(NCC pg. 31)

March 6 - 4:00 in McPhail's

We will also be addressing parts of the proposal at our weekly
meetings, which are held on Tuesdays at 5:30 in the Fishbowl
(Slavin 112), and are open to the public.

Students will also include co-curricular activities.

Senior Capstone Seminar
"A 1 14 credit course to be taken in the fall semester of the
senior year." (NCC pg. 32)
In the Senior Capstone Seminar students will "discuss and reflect upon their
transformative experience at Providence College" (NCC pg. 32). Students will
spend time discussing life after college and questions of vocation. Freshman
Cornerstone and Senior Capstone seminar students will meet and discuss the
"one disputed question/one campus" topic. Seniors will present their e-portfo
lios and will show how it documents their college achievements. 15 students
will be in each seminar for 75 minutes per week.

If you have questions or concerns, please contact a member of the Student
Congress.
Phone: Ext. 2419
Email: stucongr@providence.edu

Portfolio
"Jane Student" and the Hurley Strike
By Katie Caliva ’10
Asst. Portfolio Editor

She wakes up and, lying in bed for a
moment, she is aware of a deep silence.
She knew that she would not hear the
familiar sound of sneakered feet and
rolling supply carts, but she
ESSAY didn’t expect silence. At the
very least she thought that she
might wake up to the muffled
shouts of protesters.
She swung herself out of bed and head
ed toward the bathroom. The hallway was
not mopped and did not have its usual
morning smell of disinfectant. The scuffed
floors and germy bathroom didn’t bother
her as much as the absence of that person
to whom she has bid good morning every
day, never fail, until today.
In the shower she contemplated the situ
ation, her compassion and love for human
ity jarring with sentiments of how stupid
some people on both sides were being.
Rashness is, of course, inevitable when
you’re dealing with people’s livelihoods.
She felt so helpless; not knowing where to
stand, what to stay. Back in her room she
wondered how many of her peers wouldn’t
come to class; she wondered how many of
the absentees would be sincere.
Dressed now, she headed out of her
dorm. As she approached the door out of
her wing she smelled bleach. The solution
seemed more potent this morning and she
knew why: It wasn’t the usual person mix
ing it. She braced herself, opened the door,
and slipped into the lobby. There, a smiling
scab told her to have a good day. She
smiled politely, and left. She reflected
sadly on how much a day wages must
mean to him to have the boldness to cross
the line, and as she did so she cursed the
company that didn’t pay them enough, and
cursed the system that allowed it. She did
n’t, however, curse her college.
After breakfast she went to the mail
room and with each step closer the sounds
of the picket became louder. Her stomach
clenched uncomfortably. She didn’t want
to listen, but could not bring herself to shut
them out.
She kept walking. She paused by the
mailroom door and from this vantage point
and was close enough to see the picketers,
hear their words, and read their signs.
From this vantage point she could watch
professors and students cross the road
between upper and lower campus. Some of

them never looked up, some shook the
hands of the workers, and others smiled
weakly. She wondered what was going on
inside of their heads as they crossed. She
was more grateful than usual that she did
n’t have any classes on lower campus this
semester. Inside the mailroom, two girls
were commenting on the strike as she
passed by them.
“Like, did you even know this was hap
pening?”

the students trying to figure out what was
true and good. She chose the passion of her
classmates debating the issue in the aca
demic corridors. She chose their passion,
even if she didn’t agree with every word
that they spoke or assertion that they made.
She didn’t agree with a lot of things that
were said that morning, or that afternoon,
or that evening. She had in fact agreed
with very little that had been said since the
issue began to heat up.
Yet, though she could definitely say
what she thought was wrong, she wasn’t
entirely sure what was right. At the end of
the day, after contemplations and debate,
after discussions and a painstaking did for
true information, she still had come to pre
cious few conclusions.
She knew that picketing the campus was
an almost futile act. She wished that she
could tell them that, tell them to go to the
company offices, picket there; she’d join
them in fighting for a fair contract there,
where the contract was actually made.
That was the second thing that she knew
definitively: She supported the workers.
She knew that the smiling women and
men that make sure that her home was
always clean were not making enough
money to ensure food for their families,
and she knew that it wasn’t right for them
to work so hard and get paid so little. There
was never any question in her mind about
that. She was just unsure about how to
help, about what would bring everyone
closer to their common goal: a just wage.
She wasn’t sure how much blame could
really put on the college, but she was pret
ty sure that it was less than some were say
ing. But pretty sure is never good enough
for a girl whose life is dedicated to a pur
suit of objective truth. The day ended and
she was still disconcerted by her lack of
conclusions on her many questions.
As she climbed into bed, her roommates
were discussing the issue again and relat
ing a fight between two friends that they
had witnessed. It made her sick to hear the
“No. I didn’t even know there was an statements from both sides.
“I support the workers I just...”
issue.”
She hurried past them disgusted, her
Her voice trailed off. And, to follow up
stomach back to its clenched discomfort. on the grand theme of her day, she didn’t
She couldn’t decide what was worse at really know how to finish her sentence.
first, the repugnant, self-centered bubble
One of her roommates looked over at
that some students lived in, or the good- her then. The soft, but almost sad smile on
hearted passion that may be slightly mis the other girl’s face reminded her to a
guided. She chose the passion. She chose small degree of the smile of the absent jan
the passion of the students standing in line itor to whom she had bid good morning
with the striking workers; the passion of everyday until today.

Bon Voyage: A Semester in Firenze Begins
B
am M
cV
By
yS
Sam
Mc
Vay
ay ’’09
09
Portfolio Staff
I had made this decision a long time
ago. I started studying Italian my first
semester at PC because I already knew I
would study in Italy. I was so excited!
Something big was waiting for
ESSAY me there, something life-alter
ing. It was the adventure I had
always wanted: to live on my
own, far from my family and everything I
knew. Not because I needed to get away,
but because I needed a place to make my
own.
I wasn’t worried about being away from
home. I had never been homesick before.
But I had never been away for more than a
week before. I had never had a boyfriend
to leave behind before. When it came
down to it, when it was finally time to
leave, I didn’t want to go.
At first there wasn’t time to think about
it. The semester went by too fast, as semes
ters always do. There were final papers
and final exams. There was all of my
Christmas shopping to do in one week.
After Christmas, there was one week left
of work, then nine days to take care of my
medical supplies, pack everything, and say
my goodbyes.

I didn
t back
out
because
I couldn
I had for me.
Everything was done two days before I didn
’t ’back
out
because
I couldn
’t. t.I had
my departure. It was a relief to have it all decided to go and I had to go, I was stuck
I sat in the backseat with Chris and cried
finished. Now there was nothing to worry with my decision.
the whole way. It was unreal. It was too
I wondered if Chris would be mad at me soon. My mom twisted the rearview mirror
about, nothing except leaving for four
months. The thought of four months away for going I knew that if he was leaving, I to give us privacy. I tasted the salt of our
would try to be strong but that in the end, I tears on my lips when we kissed.
from home, from my family, my friends
was nothing compared to the thought of would cry and beg him not to go. But he
I said goodbye to them when we reached
seemed fine. I asked him why it was so security. I turned to my mom first; I could
four months away from Chris.
We spent as much time together over easy for him. He said he didn’t think about n’t even look at Chris. She burst into tears
break as we could, almost every day My it. He thought about how happy he would as she put her arms around me. Wesley, my
mother said it wasn’t a good idea, that we be to see me in two months and what an baby brother who was bigger than me now
should wean ourselves off each other amazing time we would have together and had just gotten his license the week
before I left. I told her that I would still when he came to visit me in Italy.
before, was next. He picked me up,
He booked his trip months ago. Two squeezing the air out of my lungs. When I
miss him as much when I left, and then I
would regret not spending as much time as weeks together in Italy: He would be in complained that it hurt he said, “What?
I could with him while I was there. My Florence for my birthday and for my I’m gonna miss you!”
Kissing Chris goodbye', I cried like my
best friend was jealous. She wanted to spring break, the week after. A European
study abroad but couldn’t, and she told me vacation with my boyfriend, it was so heart was breaking. It was. Walking away
to enjoy it for her. I wished we could romantic, so grown-up. But it was too far from the three of them that day was the
hardest thing I’ve ever done.
change places. I wasn’t excited anymore; I away. Why was it so easy for him?
“I’m trying to be strong for you,” he
Finally I got in line to go through secu
didn’t want to go.
As the day of my departure loomed clos said. “I don’t want to make it harder for rity. I couldn’t stop crying. It all seemed so
er, I started to cry often, especially at night. you. ’ He didn’t cry until we were on our unreal; I couldn’t be leaving. I turned and
Everything was bigger, more overwhelm way to the airport. My mom drove, with looked back once. When I talked to Chris
ing at night. Chris held me while I cried my youngest brother, Wesley, in the front about it later, he told he that he had been
and said I couldn’t do it, couldn’t go. He seat because he said that he wouldn’t miss surprised; I made it look easy. 1 just turned
kissed my face and told me I could do it. I taking me to the airport. He used his brand back and looked ay them once, and then I
would have a wonderful time. He had new camera, a Christmas present, to take walked towards my departure gate with
already been to Florence and knew 1 would his first picture of me the day I left, stand tears streaming down my face. I was terri
ing in the driveway, holding Snickers, my fied. I didn’t want to go, but there was no
love it.
,.
He told me I was brave. I knew I wasn t. teddy bear. He had saved his first picture turning back.
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Tiffany&Earl

Makign PC an emoitonal stable
place, one letter at a time...
Dear Young Dem,
This is a great and
relevant question for
young Democrats
and
Republicans
alike. Now, I myself
have never been that
into politics. 1 do
however, have a
Ph.D. in love and
relationships. I read
somewhere that certain factors within a
relationship increase the chances that the
couple will thrive and be happy. Things
like having the same religious background,
economic similarities, and political views
are just a few that I can recall which may
apply to you.
1 think that you were right in not asking
a girl about her political views on a first
date because had you known right away, it
may have gotten into the way of getting to
know other qualities in her that you must
like if you’re still dating her nine months
later. Are you considering breaking up
with her nine months in for a different rea
son? Just thought I’d ask.
Some things you also need to keep
seperate from your romantic life—maybe
for the two of you that should be politics.
If thats the only thing getting in the way of
your relationship then let bygons be
bygons and call it a draw.
However, if she’s a really obnoxious
right-wing Republican with a kick of mor
mon on the side, who can blame you for
being a little freaked out. In this case, not
only do your political beliefs differ, but so
do your religious beliefs.
The terms “revolution” and “uptight
Mormon with a 60-year plan” are on oppo
site sides of any scale, and should you
choose to stick it out through the election
process, it still may be a tough road ahead.
Godspeed Young Dem, Godspeed.

This Week...

Are the primaries ruining your love life?

Dear Tiffany & Earl,
This election season has brought some seriously disturbing informa
tion about my significant other to light. It seems that we have been
dating for about nine months now and I have just learned where her
political loyalty lies. I blame myself for not pressing the issue on the
first date. However, recently we have been fighting quite a bit. 1 could
live with a McCain or Clinton supporter, even Ron Paul would not
cause a problem. The fact is though, Mitt Romney is the fighter whose
comer she is in. Not only is he a super conservative but he is also a
Mormon. I don’t wish to bad-mouth the Mormon faith in print but I
mean . . . c’mon REALLY!?!?! I myself am an avid Obama support
er, ready for the revolution. I suppose the real question is: Would 1 be
a bad person if this distinction ended our relationship?

—Young Dem

Write to Tiffany and Earl!
AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo. com

Poetry Corner
Twenty Generations
by Alex

YES, you would
be a bad person. Did
Eva Braun leave
Hitler when they had
dissenting political
views? No, or else
he would have killed
her. That’s true,
unwavering
love.
Standing by your
significant other no
matter what the consequences are or how
crazy their case of syphilis has deteriorat
ed their mental capacity for decision mak
ing. The only option you have is to stay
together and work out your issues by
imbuing in her an overwhelming sense of
fear for her life.
It’s open to debate, but the experts know
that Hitler killed Eva in their private
bunker following a political argument
where she admitted that she was the one
responsible for printing the anonymous
pamphlet “Adolf Hitler: Is he a traitor?
Following his decision to end her life, he
took his own knowing that love conquers
all, and in a Romeo and Juliet-esque fash
ion had The Cardigan’s “Lovefool” play
ing in the background. Word’s of wisdom
to live by my friend.
“Love me, love me, say that you love
me, fool me, fool me, go on and fool me,
love me love me, pretend that you love me,
leave me, leave me, just say that you need
me, love me, love me, say that you love me
leave me, leave me, just say that you need
me, I can’t care ‘bout anything but you...”
That’s the kicker my friend. When real
love hits, you can’t care about anything but
them; not political philosophies, not race,
not money, not crazy imposed political
agendas to annihilate a group of people,
nor social status matters. Love is love, and
I hope one day you find it. You’ll know
what 1 mean when you do.

“The only thing that can save
the world is the reclaiming of
the awareness of the world.
That's what poetry does.”
—Allen Ginsberg

Donnelly ’09

Portfolio Staff
I won’t be getting home from Hyrule Field anytime soon
It takes three days to cross, so I set out at noon.
At night, zombies come from the ground- don't make a sound!
There’s animals and children disappearing all around!
All alone right now, no T-Mobile or Verizon
As a dark tide begins to envelop the horizon.
A princess in a courtyard that’s hidden beyond the lies
Kneels by a flowerbed, and closes her eyes.
She shares a vision of an evil man crossing a bridge
& a premonition you should question your recorded lineage.
Realizing that the evil about is by his hand,
Zelda shows Link the creature trying to take the land.
He’s staring up at the man with a torch an a sword.
Wondering if this adventure is something he can afford.
What connects these tw'o is pretty psychedelic
for they each possess a third of a sacred ancient relic.
It’s the Triforce, so rare—so use your imagination.
It links these three together every twenty generations.
A King of all evil, conquered by a boy clothed in green
and your name is not Tetra, are you kidding me?

Home
by

Nicole Amaral ’10
Portfolio Staff

Home opens its loving, paint-chipped amts
To the weary cavalier who’s been somewhere
Strange for a while.
Jump that big crack in the stairs.
Smell the old aroma which always
Inexplicably smells like potpie and Play-Doh.
Turn on the void of familiar forgetfulness,
That is, if the remote can be found.
Settle into the old ratty couch which will
Always be more comfortable than the fancy
New one, which no one ever sits on.
Stalk the cabinets, sneak up on the fridge;
Maybe if you stare really hard, something
Other than leftovers will appear.
Collapse in a four hour nap
With the best furry friend you’ve ever had
Asleep on your arm, with pillows and old
Blankets worn to perfection.
They say absence makes the heart grow fonder.
And it’s true; every piece of home
Becomes a piece of you.
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Don’t Sleep
Through This
by

Entertainment
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iPods:

rockin’ the campus
t

Neil Andrew Francisco ’10
A&E Staff

by Annmarie

Granstrand ’09

Asst. A&E Editor

Sleep Through the Static
Jack Johnson
Brushfire Records/Universal Records
Jack Johnson is your typical Hawaiian
guitarist. He’s easy-going, lighthearted,
laid back, and any other positive words
you can think of. After three platinum
albums and a wonderful soundtrack to
Curious George, Jack Johnson’s music has
not changed. Who am I kidding though;
why should it change? Johnson’s funky,
laid-back style has made him an unlikely
star in a business filled with artists just
trying to sound different.
Johnson’s new album, Sleep Through the
Static, was not supposed to rattle the cages
of his own musical formula, but either way,
the new album is just as good, if not better,
than his previous ones. The sound is very
similar, but the lyrics are more moving and
more meditative. Basically, if you’re trying
to woo your girlfriend into cuddling with
you this Valentine’s Day, just put this on
and get the candles going. (I’m just kidding
about that; all of you know that candles are
a fire hazard).
Sleep Through the Static is one of those
albums that you’ll just want to listen to
over and over. The soothing sounds will
calm someone down, no matter what kind
of mood they are in, which is something
we should expect since Jack Johnson is
from Hawaii. It would be a little bit weird
if he were spitting four hundred words a
minute to songs with deep bass and syn
thetic beats.
Songs like “If I Had Eyes” and “Hope”
sound a lot like older songs, such as
“Banana Pancakes” and “Better Together.”
This, however, isn’t a bad thing, because
those tracks have catchy beats and laidback lyrics. These are the relaxing songs
with a little added energy to them.
Songs like “Angel” and “Go On” are
more laid-back beats with hearty lyrics.
They are, in my opinion, the best songs on
the album. They are simple and eloquent,
without a need for anything extreme. Their
simplicity definitely adds to the benevo
lence of the hearty lyrics, and you can feel
the love coming from Johnson’s aching
voice. These meditative songs about
Johnson’s two children capture his care
and love. They quite simply reflect
Johnson’s artistry better than the other
songs on this album.
“If I Had Eyes” is the first single off of
this new album, and is definitely the song
you would most likely enjoy on the radio.
The catchy and soulful beat will set you in
a good mood.
This is an album that you will enjoy,
whoever you are. It’s relaxing, and if my
senses are correct, you need a break from
your PC education. So take 45 minutes, get
a good book, and just chill while you listen
to this talented Hawaiian musician.

GRADE: B+
Buy: Yes, because I’m not encouraging
you to steal music.
Download: “Angel,” “If I Had Eyes,” and
“What You Thought You Needed”

You’ve seen her: That
girl walking from Meagher
toward Slavin. She’s got a
little j’ne sais pas, a little
pep in her
MUSIC
step, and
FEATURE
clearly, little
white
headphones in her ears.
Possibly the most pop
ular, some would say vital,
(and isolating) possession
on a college campus is that
little do-hickie that put
Steve Jobs on a beautiful
beach,
sipping
fruity
drinks and popping Bon
Bons any day he likes: The
iPod. Whether it’s a Mini,
Nano, Touch, Shuffle, or
that old one that appears brick-like com
pared to the nickel-sized one on the tread
mill next to you, iPods are everywhere.
And most would say it’s for good reason.
For those of us whose days of high
school athletic glory have faded as quickly
as Mrs. Kucinich’s dreams of re-decorating
the Lincoln Bedroom, all we have left is.
the shmancy new gym -and~th?T"unrivaled
passion of intramural sports. Now the
fanged intramural team the Fates so kindly
placed me on knows the importance of a
good “pump-up jam.” I cannot disclose the
title of this song for the same reason Willie
Randolph won’t tell anyone what he puts
on those mix tapes for Carlos Beltran:
Because most winning strategies are best
kept secret. However, I did get some ath
letes on campus to divulge a bit of the
soundtrack to their Friar successes.
Distance freestyler for our Women’s
Swim Team, Christine Bonagura ’09,
knows how effective hearing a good song
can be before that last hard set in the pool.
“I make a warm-up mix to hook up to the
speakers. It aims to please everyone. The
last one I made had everything from Bruce
to O.A.R. to Elton John. You’ll also see
most swimmers with their own iPod on
right before their race. All nodding their
heads along, getting pumped.”
In the gym, diver PJ McGovern ’09
sticks to rap beats to keep up the pace.
“One of the best songs for lifting to is
‘Soldier’ by Eminem.” Bonagura may be
the team DJ in the pool, but in the gym “I

just put it on shuffle mode. Anything ran
dom’ll keep me moving.”
Being on the road may be tough at
times, but staying in the zone before an
away game is crucial. When our Women's
Basketball Team heads down to Villanova
next week, you can be sure they’ll be
focused with the help of a variety of
music. Friars forward Ashley Etheridge
’09 agrees that iPods are a gym bag essen
tial but these bailers aren’t all bopping
along to the latest Natasha Bedingfield
song. Etheridge says her team’s tastes
range from gospel music to hardcore rap
and everything in between when it comes
to getting ready for the next big game.
Not to glorify the deserving NCAA
Division I student-athletes over the muscle
milk-guzzling gym rats, iPods keep regu
lar ol’ students athletically motivated too.
Set to replace Brady Quinn in the next
EAS Myoplex commercial, Olivia Brown
’09 admits that she hits the elliptical with
Cascada. And just as Quinn would say of
the Mitchell Report-friendly juice, Brown
shrugs: “It may be lame, but it works.”
There is also something to be said for
those kids in the library who are solely

relying on their waning metabolism to
keep from looking chubbier than Ruben
Studdard. Just kidding; To be fair Tim
Acevedo ’09 is quite the trim, hand
some student but his iPod use is mostly
confined to the concrete, academic
love-in known as the Phillips Memorial
Library. As a political science major,
Acevedo reads roughly 12,000
case studies a week and is also
preparing
for June’s
LSATs. “Listening to my
iPod keeps me focused
in an already focused
atmosphere.”
Double major in
American Studies
and Psych-ology
Meghan Brookes
’09 concedes her
iPod use is best
when “writing out
MHF note cards; that’s
HP
kind of mindless.”
*
One doesn’t have to be
glazed over from exercising
or Civ readings to turn on the iPod.
Dr. Pastille, a professor of business,
recommends downloading podcasts of
study material to her management classes.
And unless you’re that kid who’s reading
Wall Street Journal as the rest of the
manning major zombies shuffle in to the
8:30 a^Mecture, you can always down
load free ne^^Dodcasts, like NPR’s Fresh
Air, All Thing^Sqnsidered, or Morning
Edition. Don’t worryaSjjh snobby people
or Fox News fans judging you. You can
bop your head along like you’re listening
to Ghostface spit rhymes when in actuality
have Renee Montain explain to you why
Romney’s hometown papers endorse
McCain. (Wu-Tang Clan and the ugliness
of politicians, equally fierce.
Although sometimes iPods are used for
people looking to steer clear of social
interaction, sometimes it offers that neces
sary “alone time.” There’s no shame in
wanting that late night walk home from the
library with nothing but the calming
sounds of Sara Bareilles or Mott the
Hoople in your ears.
Even our beloved president charges up
his ‘pod before a stroll with the pooch: “I
get the shuffle and then I shuffle the shuf
fle.” Oh George, what a goof.

They said what?!
“It did take a Clinton to clean up
after the first Bush and I think it
might take another one to clean
up after the second Bush.”
-Hillary Clinton

“When we were in college we
used to take a popcorn popper
and fry squirrels in the popcorn
popper.”
- Mike Huckabee

“That was really embarrassing when the news
came out. When they do these surveys, you
hope you’re related to someone cool. . . Dick
Cheney, that was a real letdown.”
-Barack Obama
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Most appealing to sports
Doritos (running out of flavor)
Nothing says "beer guzzling, pot
bellied sports fan" like some prissy,
faced bopper droning on about her heart.

Sexiest: Planters Cashews
Fitting it took a unibrowed, cabbage patch beast to
redefine sexy. Maybe her appeal was in the strategi
cally placed beauty mole on her snout, or in the illus
trious glow of her yellow teeth amplified by
the seductive stank of salted nuts. And if you've
ever listened to Dane Cook, you already know
where those cashews have been.

Most racist: Coke (Frist and Carville prance
around Washington)
The dictionary definition of "white male" might
well be "Bill Frist and James Carville" who romp
around America in this derogatory Coca-Cola ad.
Their first stop: A trip to a D.C. hot dog cart to pur
chase a Coke from a stereotypical Middle Eastern
street vendor. Of course the lowly security guard
laboring at the National Portrait Gallery is a Black
American and apparently only rich politicians and
pundits can afford Segways while the poor Italian
immigrant is forced to draw caricatures in the park.
Oh, and white people aren't allowed to play for the
Wizards. Show some class, Coke.

Sexiest: Sobe lizards dancing to “Thriller” one:

Honorable mention:
E*Trade suggests babies are smarter than adults.
Victoria's Secret ad pulled for being "too tame."
Rat in Doritos ad find new home in Aquinas.
'* Bud-Light enthusiast sets girlfriend on fire.
Bridgestone criticized for not hitting Richard Simmons with ar.
Swedish-talking stain on shirt gets job over qualified applicant.
Taco-Bell shocks world with claim that Mexicans like tacos.
Girl in Career Builder ad triumphantly quits job,
dies because heart jumped out of body.
After hundreds of ads, people still don't know
what the hell GoDaddy.com is selling.

Most classy: Coke (Charlie Brown doesn't get screwed)
It took a while, but perpetual underdog who made a career out of los
ing, Charlie Brown, is finally a winner. Ironically the actual Underdog
came up short. Bada Bing!

Most likely to try at home: Amp Energy Drink (grippie to the nipple)
Apparently the unreliability of car batteries inspired this creepy
Captain America impersonating mechanic to attach spark plugs to his
nipples and jump a car. It’s the next DDR

PETA would love: The FedEx commercial where carrier pigeons wreak havoc on the
wretched human swine.
Most likely made whilst on drugs: The Anti-Drug
Just some hapless pusher giving susceptible children advice on how to more easily
obtain drugs. Brilliant actually; drug companies using anti-drug ads to brainwash peo
ple into doing drugs.
John Vaghi 10

Sexy hips and lizard lips. Hot chocolate and
assorted skittles. I just wanted to eat them all up.
Extra sexy when Avril's “Girlfriend” is played
over it all.

Most racist: The witch doctor one:
Is it me or did that African-Haitian-American
Head De-Larger professional try and paint his skin
white! Blasphemy! A career in witchery is highly
respectable and shouldn't be portrayed like such
mumbo jumbo voodoo. Also, the heads are
shrunken after they're separated from the bodies.
Way to research, Cars.com. Extra racist with
Avril's
“Girlfriend” dubbed over it.

Most likely to try at home:
The Diet Pepsi Night at the Roxbury one:
Who doesn't already do the inously awesome head nod. I mean really, I was
once diagnosed with severe ticks for doing it so often. Avril isn't necessary
here, Haddaway is way sexy enough as it is.

Most likely to upset PETA: The spider eating the singing firefly one:
Spiders get a bad wrap and PETA knows this. They are gentle sweet venomful
creatures and PETA knows this. They need to be represented with a good spin, the
spider should be getting eaten! Extra sexy when Avril's “Girlfriend” is listened to.

Most likely made whilst on acid: The Chronicles of Narnia one:
Good old C.S. was a well known trip-addicted psychonaut in his day. That guy
dropped acid like Jay Alford drops Tom Brady. So logically this was a rather
doped-up ad. Especially trippy while Avril's “Girlfriend” is listened to during.

Most Classy: The Pixar Wall-e one:
Nothing is more refined than a robot. And here R2-D2 meets Johnny Five. Boom.
Classy. I guarantee this will be the best movie of the year. As much asHove
Avril, she shouldn't be combined with this one, it's like mixing Diet
Coke and I
in, just doesn't work.
John Mango ‘10

Superbowl

Heartbreak

When the NFL commissioner
gives you a ring and asks you and your
accompaniment to play during halftime of
the Super Bowl you can most definitely
make some assumptions as to where your
life and musical career have been taken.
Sure, there will be a certain level of grati
tude for such an opportunity. This one par
ticular game has become a cultural phe
nomenon and it hasn't even been around
for 50 years. So you, the artist, must have
some significant role in our culture. Of
course you have to be someone everyone
recognizes and I suppose that is worth
feeling honored.
However, be prepared for some other,
more melancholy thoughts to slip into
your head. Consider it a midlife crisis.
Even if you happen to be a young individ
ual or significantly old, this event is the

artist's equivalent to purchasing a Corvette
and growing a beard once he hits that age
that sends him teetering into obscurity and
those golden years.
Acts like Janet "wardrobe malfunction"
Jackson and JT can sort of walk away
from the show with their dignity intact
because they play those kinds of shows.
They are pop acts and compensate for lack
of serious musical talent with lights, danc
ing, and boobs falling out all over the
place. It isn't anything out of the ordinary
for them. The existential crisis should
come into play more nearly with rock leg
ends like Aerosmith and Paul McCartney.
You could almost hear their "cred" escape
their bodies the moment they step on
stage. The *NSYNC duet with Aerosmith
was particularly heartbreaking.

Tom Petty and his Heartbreakers were an
equally sad sight this past Sunday. There
were no issues with sound or wardrobe but
even with the tens of thousands of scream
ing fans in the stadium you could see, on
screen, the death of another American rock
marvel. Unlike Prince who was the best
thing to happen to the Super Bowl since
those Tostito scoops came out, Petty didn't
bring anything out of the ordinary to the
scene. Spinning like a top, in the rain,
behind a giant blowing sheet was probably
the coolest thing I had ever seen. Petty on
the other hand was a motionless scarecrow
with a giant screen behind him that project
ed lyrics to the four songs they played just
in case the man forgot them (the elderly do
tend to become absentminded).

going to sell your soul and your art to
organized sports you should at least go out
with a bang, and even though the music
was of album quality there was no energy.
I miss the creepy blonde from the "Don't
Come Round Here No More" music video.
He was out of his element on Sunday,
Petty’s supposed to be a kooky old dude
that resembles the mad hatter. He was a
mod that belonged no where near a foot
ball game. He was a cartoonish, soft-spo
ken folk hero who has been reduced to a
shadow of that with a gaudy light show
and a flashing red stage shaped like a
heart.
You will be missed, sir.
GRAPHIC BY JOHN VAGHI ’10
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at the

of Narragansett
* A Polar Bear Swim *

By Ryan Burns 08
A&E Staff

MOVIE

From Russia With Love
Directed by Terence Young
Sometime during Christmas break I
felt compelled to watch as many
Bond movies as I could, and From
Russia With Love is probably my
favorite so far. Sean Connery is
flawless in his role as 007, and the
film deals with real-life issues of the
time. Some of the camera work is
absolutely ahead of its time, and the
score is fantastic as well.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PAT CASSIDY ’08

Above: A&E Staffers on the Swim: John (right, second row, shirtless and looking

like David Hasselhoff); James (center, second row, looking gay in a tie dye Tshirt); Sarah (left, second row, looking like a hot California girl in a flowery two
piece); Claire (left, first row, looking like she’s from Texas, which she is).
Right: Knut the polar bear.
by James

McGehee ’08

A&E Editor
and

Sarah Bidinger ’09
A&E Staff

MUSIC
in in, in we go

Through the ice and snow
Even though it’s ten below
‘cause we are polar bears.

Supreme Clientele
Ghostface Killah
Sony

Hailed as one of the best solo WuTang albums, Supreme Clientele is
what separates Ghostface from the
rest of the clan. His best and most
confusing lyrics are present on this
album, which features production
from the RZA. Songs like WuClassics “Apollo Kids" and “Mighty
Healthy” are on this album, and it
even features Raekwon dissing a
certain New York rapper named 50
Cent about four years before he
became famous.

Book
Bruce Lee: Artist of Life
by Bruce Lee and John Little
This book gives the reader an
unprecedented look inside the life
and philosophies of martial arts leg
end Bruce Lee. Along with martial
arts philosophy, Lee enlightens his
readers with life lessons as well.
There are also a great deal of pro
found poetry that is reproduced in its
original form. Few books capture
one’s dedication to his craft as this
one does. From reading the book,
the reader is enlightened and learns
exactly what went through the mind
of the greatest martial artist of all
time.

James: As I write this, the featured arti
cle on Wikipedia is about Knut, a polar
bear bom at the Berlin Zoo, who was
rejected by Mother Bear and then raised by
a zookeeper who
ADVENTURE
cared
for
Knut
FEATURE
around the clock.
Knut became the
subject of international controversy when
some German animal rights activist called
for Knut’s death, since Knut had been
humiliated by being raised as a pet. (This
is new, an animal rights activist calling for
an animal’s death).
So people rallied in Knut’s defense and
the Berlin Zoo increased its attendance this
year by 30 percent, because people love
Knut. Weil, I kind of felt like a nut when 1
got together 15 people to do the polar bear
swim last weekend at Narragansett Beach
in 39-degree water. I also got to feel how
Knut feels sometimes, minus the part about
being rejected by my mother and having
someone call for my death.
Sarah: 1 deeply feel for Knut in regards
to the last two aspects of his life. If you’ve
grown up in New England, a story about
friends doing the polar bear swim probably
just settles into the cache of unusual stories
you’ve heard about people who like to do
things like climb mountains barefoot—
weird, but not that weird. Maybe you even
think 39 degrees is warm. To really under
stand this story, please step for a moment
into my frozen flip-flops: 1 like the beach
when the air is 95 degrees and the water is
82. That’s 210.25 percent warmer than the
water temperature on Saturday.
Now, even the nicest person can’t tell me
that when your friends urge you for months
(they’ve been convincing me to do this
since October) to jump in the ocean in
Rhode Island in January that they are not
calling for your imminent death. This whole
plan seemed to be just a masterfully orches
trated plot to . . . well ... let them prove
once and for all how much tougher New
Englanders are than people from Virginia.
1 was considering throwing a wrench in

the whole plan, stripping down to my
bathing suit along with everybody else,
and then standing on the beach and laugh
ing while they all met their demise in the
icy waters of the Atlantic. However, a
phone call to my mom on Saturday
morning abruptly changed my mind:
“Hey, mom, I think I’m going for a
polar bear swim this morning.”
“Hahaha, you’ve got to be kidding”
“No, I’m in the car on the way to
Narragansett right now”
“So ... if you don’t call by tomorrow, it
means you’re dead, right?”
Knut, I feel for you. My friends have
called for my death, and I’ve been rejected
by my own mother.
James: Traditionally the polar bear
swimmers submerge on New Year’s Day.
I’ve never been to one of these gatherings,
but 1 picture a lot of 60-year-old men with
drooping flesh doing stretches on a beach.
Although organized polar bear swims like
these often raise money for charity, I think
the perfect manifestation of the swim is the
college buddy version. It began when Bob
Pfunder ’09 wanted to get a group togeth
er to do something stupid every month. He
first talked up the gallon challenge (when
you drink a gallon of milk in an hour and
inevitably heave white projectile), but it
fell through for various reasons. This set
back almost ended all stupid challenges,
but before I agreed to the gallon challenge
I made Pfunder pledge to do the polar bear
swim. The word “fun” resides nicely in his
last name, so of course he agreed.
Sarah: I’ve actually been on a polar bear
swim before. At summer camp, if you tied a
sock to your cot, the counselor would wake
you up at 5:30 a.m. to jump in the pool
before the sun came up. I even have a cer
tificate to prove it. But for some reason,
Pfunder thought this was stupid in the wrong
sense of the word, and my editor threatened
1 would be fired from The Cowl if 1 did not
risk my life for the sake of this article
(sounds like hazing to me). Be that as it may,
last Saturday morning found me standing
amidst the soggy snow piles on Huxley Ave.,
armed with blankets, towels, fleece pants, a
snowboarding jacket, and horse blinders just
in case the aforementioned 60-year-old men
caught wind of the event and decided to
show up in their Speedos.
James: 1 thought it might be hard
rounding up a hardy gang to plunge, but
peer pressure is an amazingly effective
tool. See, it’s been someone’s lifelong

WIKIPEDIA.ORG

dream to swim in 39-degree water, and that
person wields power. Soon everyone wants
to do it and you have four cars heading
South on 1-95 at 9:30 a.m.
It was a grand Saturday morning, with a
spectacle sun and blue sky waging war
with the icy water. No one could have
asked for a better day and the parking lot
was not empty when we arrived. Couples
and families were walking the beach with
their dogs, perhaps flying kites, or running
to the edge of the water just to wet their
feet. George Seurat could have painted it
into an impressionist beauty.
Then we came, 15 strong, stripped down
to the modest minimum and made a mad
dash for the breaking half-tide waves. It
knocked the wind out of me as 1 treaded
past waist depth and 1 suddenly feared my
lungs may have been slowly contracting
from the shock. 1 turned around immedi
ately and started running to shore, dipping
my head down like an ostrich to achieve
the required full body submersion.
Everyone around me was falling down try
ing to reach land. Then the numbness hit
me and I collapsed, sprawling into the
white caps face first:
Sarah: I’m not sure that I’ve ever felt
anything quite like running into pure ice,
having the air punched violently out of my
lungs, and then watching 15 frozen friends
run back to the shore in slow motion. It’s
the closest 1’11 ever get to Chariots ofFire.
As soon as our feet hit the shore we
wrapped ourselves in blankets, took the
requisite picture, kicked some sand
around, and laughed a lot. Before we
knew it, the four cars were back on the
road, blasting the heat and headed for
Dunkin’ Donuts, the perfect haven for wet
college students.
A combination of early morning, frosty
waters, hot coffee, and excessive laughter
makes a perfect recipe for happiness. And
of course, we all found a strange satisfac
tion in knowing that while the rest of
Providence College was either snoring or
waiting in the omelet line at Ray Cafe, we
had conquered Narragansett Beach.
James: The polar bear swim. It’s about
friends, team spirit, and doing stupid
things. And that’s really it.

Roving Photographer
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If I handed you one million dollars in a
briefcase right now, what would
you do with it?

“I would pay off my college loans and med school payments so
I won’t be in debt to my parents for the rest of my life.”

“I’d write, produce, and direct a major motion picture.”

Kyle Heaney ’ll

Liz Card ’10

“Two chicks at the same time!”

Kevin Randazzo ’ll

“We would throw it in our closet with the rest of our
briefcases full of one million dollars.”

“I’d buy you a green dress!
But not a real green dress - that’s cruel.”

Kait Birnie ’10, Lauren Birnie ’10

Dillon McDermott ’10, Kayla Kelly ’10

“I’d hand it back.
I literally vomit cash.”
— Bill Gates
microsoft.com
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Green is the
New Black
and White
by

Call Me Old Fashioned, But...
. . . Texting: The deterioration of communication in the nation.
by

|

Maryclaire Dugre ’10
Commentary Staff

Ryan Barnicle ’08

Guest Commentary
In the last issue of The Cowl, Mike
Springer ’08 summarized the outcome
of the “Focus the Nation” web-cast
event that challenged college students
across the counENV1RONMENTAL try to brainstorm
solutions to Glo
bal Warming. I
am not writing to debate whether or not
climate change is real; that argument is
exhausting and unimportant now. It can
no longer be denied; just go look at any
respected scientific journal in the past
20 years and you’ll have your answer if
you still doubt. The point is, enough
people believe now, so what will it take
to motivate action? Massive changes to
the American infrastructure (more
nuclear/solar/wind power, alternative
fuel automobiles, green farming, etc.)
need to happen but will require a daunt
ing change in cultural and political
thinking. Oh, and money . . . lots of
money. Don’t get me wrong, I am a firm
believer that countless amounts of
money will be saved in the long run, but
that is still not enough to motivate the
ignorant, the selfish, and the economi
cally challenged (yes, college kids
included). Those changes will come
from the rich and powerful, but only
after simple changes in American
lifestyle demonstrate that carbon emis
sions and dollars can be saved.
Starting small is the way to go, but too
small won’t have the force to make peo
ple notice before the next ice age. So
yes, recycle your beer cans, take the
RIPTA even if it is raining, don't use
paper plates, and even use both side of
toilet paper if you think it helps save a
tree. In reality though, the PC communi
ty as a whole needs to become an exam
ple to the rest of America. The institu
tion has the obligation to "go green." As
far as I can see after my four years at
PC, there are two main forces at work
here: Catholicism and Capitalism. I'm
not saying either are perfect systems,
but they are the ones that govern this
institution and thus, should be obeyed.
There is a little something known as
“Stewardship of the Creation” that we
Christians supposedly adhere to. Pope
John Paul II puts it best: “Humanity has
disappointed God's expectations. Man
is no longer the creator’s ‘steward,’ but
an autonomous despot, who is finally
beginning to understand that he must
stop at the edge of the abyss.”
The only more blatant statement I can
think of is if the Son of the Lord
Himself, Jesus, came to Raymond Cafe
and said: “Greenhouse gases are wack.”
I am not trying to say that letting your
car defrost instead of scraping off the ice
is going to send you to Hell. However, it
would seem that slowing climate change
and its devastating effects on biodiversi
ty is a Christian obligation.
Secondly, and I hate to go into the
common sense reasoning of this, but it
would seem financially beneficial to
save the college some money. More
money equals cooler things like fitness
centers with fake trees, and cooler
things equal more prospective students
and alumni, which cyclically equals
even more money. Solid logic, and not
one business class for me.
So what can the school do? Some sug-
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As far as the latest technology and gadg
ets go, I am notorious for arriving last at the
scene. Considering I purchased my first cell
phone a month before 1 started college (to
the immense relief of my friends, who recoil
at the sound of my mother’s voice on the
home phone) you can imagine the amount of
catching up I have in the world of chit-chat.
That is probably why I have just recently
become fascinated by the art of text messag
ing. Don’t get excited, I certainly don’t have
that feature on my prehistoric Nokia yet, but
everyone else does, and I cannot go to a
class, sit on a RIPTA, or eat a meal without
hearing, “Oh my God, and then he texted me
‘blah, blah, blah,’ and I texted him back,
‘blah, blah BLAH!”’ I have begrudgingly
accepted that “texting” is a legitimate verb
in the English language, according to
Dictionary.com, at least, but I resent that it
has become a defining way of life and
method of communicating among the
younger generation.
It wouldn’t be fair to completely con
demn text messaging, for it has its benefits.
Especially for college students, texting
alleviates awkward phone calls with class
mates and allows for quick, easy transac
tions, like plans for meeting at dinner or
homework questions. It also comes in
handy when it is too loud to speak over the
phone—we all know how annoying it is to

scream “I’m at LOUIE’S!” ten times con
secutively in increasing decibels. And let’s
face it; it probably does improve dexterity
in the fingers. God help those with
sausage-like thumbs.
My problem is not with the existence of
text messaging, but with its overuse and
implications for future communication and
technology. Because text messaging is so
easy, we hardly need to call anyone, let
alone make an effort to conduct a face-toface conversation with an acquaintance. It is
ironic that as communication methods
between human beings becomes more var
ied and complex, our social skills are
becoming less refined. It has made wimps
of boys, who no longer have to muster up
the courage to call a girl, but can text her
instead. Texting has almost become a rela
tionship status, the period just prior to
“hooking up,” followed, at last, by dating.
Even within an established relationship, it is
too often at the heart of a couple’s interac
tion, a tool used to reveal even the most inti
mate three words, “I love you,” in size eight
font. (Of course, it would be written, “i luv
u,” but that is another story.) Between tex
ting and instant messaging, much of what
makes dating a personal connection with
another individual has been reduced to a
simple clicking of the send button rather
than an exchange of talking and listening.
But even aside from love relation
ships, text messaging may have negative
effects on our socialization skills.
Consider, for example, making doctor’s
appointments or calling anyone besides a
best friend or a relative, for that matter.
No one likes to do it. Many college kids

still rely on their mothers to make their
appointments. I, for one, hate calling my
hairdresser. I almost get nervous to do it!
If I could simply text Donna every time I
had split ends I would do it without a
moment’s hesitation. As it is, we have
already become accustomed to texting
our vote for our favorite American Idol
and punching in numbers to direct the
computer voice that renews our prescrip
tions. Furthermore, there is nothing more
offensive than a friend at dinner whose
eyes are glued to a cell phone screen as
his or her fingers dance across the key
pad. Some don’t even need to look at the
phone and can do it by feel. What is this,
brail? Regardless of skill, however, the
fact remains that your friend’s mind is
elsewhere, unable to offer you attention
for a mere thirty minutes at Ray.
I realize I have exclusively highlighted
the tendencies of extreme texters (textremists?), but I am beginning to fear a
world in which all one will need to live is
a bed and a cell phone—and perhaps a
kitchen sink. The advent of the iphone
and other doohickeys that allow you to email, get directions, take pictures, and
watch movies, in addition to calling and
texting, is making that fear into a reality.
I am not advocating for a return to the
Dark Ages; I am all for technology and if
I had text messaging, I, and my split
ends, would probably love it. It just
seems healthy for a change to ponder the
negative effects of the computer age and
remember that there is much more to the
experience of life than the hunk of metal
and plastic in your pocket.

McCain Unworthy for Nomination
by

Mark Scirocco ’10

Commentary Staff

Over the past few weeks, Sen. John
McCain (R-Ariz.) has become the
media’s appointed front-runner for the
2008 GOP nomination.
Such news has sent up red-flags from con
servatives across the country. The argument
used by many in the GOP is that conserva
tives ought to accept McCain because he is
the most electable candidate in the current
field of Republicans.
There are things, however, that are far
more important than a candidate’s electabili
ty. A politician’s position on issues like the
economy, national defense, immigration and
the preservation of traditional American val
ues is what matters most to conservatives.
McCain now seems to recognize the fact
that without support from the conservative
base, his chances of winning a general elec
tion are slim-to-none. For this reason, he has
spent the last week attempting to convince
Americans of his staunch conservative cre
dentials. After his victory in the Florida pri
mary over contender Mitt Romney, McCain
proclaimed himself to be the race’s only
“Ronald Reagan conservative.”
Those on the right are used to such rheto
ric. For too long, conservatives have been
giving their support to politicians in
Washington who promise to advance
Republican principles and do nothing more
than pander to Democrats. In reality, McCain
is as far from the conservative track as any
candidate in the race.
One only needs to examine McCain’s
record to discover such a fact. The Senator
was one of the only Republicans in
Congress to vote against taxcuts signed into
law by President Bush. On several occa

sions, Sen. McCain collaborated with liber
al Democrats such as Sen. Ted Kennedy
(D-Mass.), Sen. Russ Feingold (D-Wis.),
and Sen. Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.). With
Kennedy, McCain attempted to ram
through amnesty for millions of illegal
immigrants currently living in America.
McCain and Lieberman sought to use big
government in order to halt global warm
ing, a very questionable proposition that
liberals refuse to debate with those who
believe it to be a hoax. Finally, McCain
joined Feingold in producing perhaps the
greatest single assault on free-speech in
America: The McCain-Feingold campaign
finance reform bill, which prohibits certain
groups in T.V. ads from criticizing candi
dates by name within sixty days of a gener
al federal election. Laws like this are what
concerned the founding fathers most.
McCain has been a staunch supporter of
General Petraeus’ surge strategy in Iraq but
in other areas of national defense he is as
weak as any Democrat. The Senator is in
favor of releasing enemy combatants at
Guantanamo Bay. Much like Sen. Harry
Reid (D-Nev), McCain has argued that the
US should give the terrorists being held in
Cuba the right to a trial in the American court
system, saying that we should “Try ‘em or
release ‘em.” In addition, McCain is against
“torture” such as water boarding as a means
of extracting information from our enemies.
Water boarding creates the illusion of
drowning without in any way physically
harming the suspect. Such policies support
ed by McCain would severely damage
America’s ability to fight terrorism in the
current war against radical Islam.
In regards to abortion, McCain was
quoted as saying that he was apprehen
sive of nominating Supreme Court Judge
Sam Alito due to the fact that Alito,
“wore conservatism on his sleeve.”
Statements like these and others have led
many conservatives to question whether a

vote for McCain is any better than a vote
for Hillary Clinton.
What Ronald Reagan brought to the
Republican Party was an unrelenting defense
of principles such as limited government,
individual freedom, personal responsibility
and a strong military. As a result Reagan
became one of the most popular presidents in
American history, losing only one state in the
1984 election. Since Reagan left office in
1988 the conservative movement has been
without a leader.
California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
(R-Calif.), who, along with Rudy Giuliani,
recently gave support to McCain, was quoted
as saying that McCain has shown that he is
interested in “reaching across the aisle,” and
thus is the best choice for President.
Unfortunately, conservatives have become
fed up with McCain, Schwarzenegger, and
other Republicans reaching across the aisle
for no other purpose than to raise taxes and
continue to erode the individual freedoms of
American citizens.
While McCain likes to portray himself as
the “straight-talk candidate,” his recent
attack on the Romney campaign for state
ments made in April of last year was enough
to make the Clintons proud. Romney was
quoted as saying that President Bush and the
Iraqi prime minister ought to privately dis
cuss “a series of timetables and milestones,”
for the future of U.S. involvement in Iraq.
While Republicans, conservatives and
McCain himself have suggested similar
ideas, the Senator falsely claimed that
Romney simply wanted to pull out of the
war as soon as possible.
The Republican Party has much to be
concerned about if McCain becomes the
2008 nominee.
Far from adhering to Reagan’s belief that
“Man is not free unless government is limit
ed,” Sen. McCain has done nothing over the
course of his 20-year Senatorial career to halt
the onslaught of big government.
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Tangents and Tirades
Season of strikes. If one couples the strike of our Hurley janitors at Fennell and Huxley
gates this past weekend with the writers’ strike in the entertainment industry in Los
Angeles, he or she has the unusual privilege to remember the work that occurs daily
behind-the-scenes. Students have wondered who will clean their living areas and the
country has grumbled over the lack of new Grey’s Anatomy episodes, but we need to
remember that these inconveniences are coming at great cost to striking workers. Often,
union workers are the individuals who make daily life in America run smoothly. This
“season of strikes” gives us the opportunity to remember to appreciate those who make
our lives as comfortable and entertaining as they are.—Betsy Rouleau ’08

Pupu platter poisoned. There has been yet another unfortunate incident of contaminat
ed goods coming to the US from China. According to an Associated Press article, sever
al shipments of dumplings processed in China and shipped to Japan are allegedly taint
ed with an insecticide. Millions of bags of dumplings and other products made by
Tianyang Food Processing Ltd. have been blamed for smaller food-sickness outbreaks in
months past. This latest incident, however, is responsible for more than 900 food poison
ing cases this week alone. This continues a problematic trend concerning safety regula
tions on goods exported from China, and goes to show China still has a long way to go
before it can be considered a legitimate player on the international trade scene. This story
coupled with a government cover-up over construction-related deaths in Beijing
demands attention and explanation.—Andrew Sparks ’09
The name game.

“It’s just a field of clovers . . .
I don’t feel motion sickness at all\”

Join the
Circulation
Staff Today

The other day I was watching a cable news channel and they referred to
Bill and Hillary Clinton collectively as “Biliary.” I was very offended. Not that they were insin
uating that Hillary was not running her own campaign and Bill was calling the shots, but I was
upset that people still think that combining names is cute or hip. Have we learned nothing from
“Bennifer” or “Brangelina?” Do people really think it is clever or original to combine two sep
arate people into one name? Does it make any one else throw up in their mouth a little bit when
they hear “Biliary?” This may just be a matter of us being too lazy to say the names of two
people one after the other, so we combine them to save time. But as a society though we may
not be able to stop global warming, or bring about world peace, but 1 believe if we really try
we can refer to celebrities by their own names and stop combining them. Think of a celebrity
couple like Tony Romo and Jessica Simpson as “Jessony.” Disgusting right? Kind of makes
you want to move to another country? This is what we are on the track to if we continue this
horrifying trend. So please, stop the madness.—Andy Kowal ’10

House is in the house. 1 do not watch a lot of TV, but in addition to Monk and The Colbert
Report, I thoroughly enjoy the show House. It is really an interesting show, because it is not
like all those “other” hospital shows. The focus of the show is not the gratuitous sex between
the characters, but rather the genius mind of Dr. House and the complicated cases he must
solve. It is fascinating that though the solutions to the diagnostic problems are always very
simple, the show is written creatively and each illness is a mystery to the viewers. What real
ly makes the show interesting, however, is that fact that the hero is not in any way a good
role model. He is gruff, sarcastic, outright mean-spirited, and he’s addicted to Vicodin on top
of all that. He’s a character you love, but only because he’s so outrageously horrible that you
have to hate him. House is perhaps one of the only shows with such a spiteful protagonist,
and it is this sort of fresh (and sometimes hilarious) approach that makes me really enjoy
watching week after week.—Ben Perry ’10
Parking problems. Being an off-campus student with a car ultimately sucks. Sure the ben
efits are bountiful like no longer riding the RIPTA, easy road trips, and expanding your
Providence spectrum, but the hassles outweigh the perks. The biggest problem is always park
ing. This rant has an open invitation to anyone connected with the Providence Police
Department to tell me why it is illegal to park on the streets between the hours of 2:00 a.m. and
5:00 a.m. The odds are that if you live off campus from Providence College you have a less
than a desirable parking situation whether it be not enough spaces, early classes, or just crap
py dimensions. This causes some students to park on the street over night . . . where nothing
happens. There are no street cleaners during these hours, certainly no plowing, and no street
festivals or parades going on. The law is present simply for the Providence police to steal your
hard earned money. As car owners, we drive some of the economy for Rhode Island. We buy
gas; we buy air fresheners; we drive to new places to eat or shop yet still with all the funds we
pour into Providence they ask for more. No, ask is not the right word, steal is more like it.

—Donald Drohan ’08
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Dancing to a healthier you. I was never a big fan of going to the gym. There is some
thing about that massive glass walled windows that intimidates me. Although I am sure
no one is intentionally looking at me, the thought of a passerby seeing me drip sweat is
completely embarrassing. Weights? Never. The elliptical? I look like I’m having body
spasms. However, just when I thought that there was no light at the end of the tunnel, I
fell in love with a class called Zumba. Zumba is an intense dance aerobics class offered
five days a week, and is based on the fusion of Latin and international dance techniques.
I did tap dancing in elementary school, so I figured I would be fine. Little did I know, the
first class 1 would be completely lost. I can count on more than one hand the times 1
smacked into someone else as a result of my lack of coordination. I tripped over my own
feet and nearly collapsed on the floor. I vowed never to go again and feigned a stom
achache the next day. Nevertheless, my friends dragged me to class for the rest of the
week, and though I’m nowhere close to being a pro, 1 am definitely adequate. I can shake
it to Shakira, get down to “Low,” kick my feet to “Footloose,” and leave class a little bet
ter than when I walked in. The instructor is enthusiastic, and although Zumba tends to be
fast paced, it is not impossible. Hate to sweat? Well, misery loves company; you can look
ridiculously pathetic and no one cares. Forget the treadmills, ellipticals, and weights. Yes,
gym haters, there is still hope and it can be found in Zumba.—Taylor Trudon ’ll
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Why We Should Support
the Hurley Workers
by Jackie

Kramer ’10

Assistant Commentary
Editor

CAMPUS

Someone recently told me that my
opinion articles are lacking any sort of
opinions lately. So, here it is: We should
support the Hurley workers. While our
janitors are back at work, they are cur
rently working without contracts. We
should continue to pressure Hurley of
America into negotiating fair contracts
with our janitors. We should not be intim
idated if we are threatened or pressured,
just as the workers were not intimidated
enough to back down when their manage
ment threatened, harassed, and mocked
them. Opinionated enough for you?
Many people have been asking ques
tions and are unsure of the Providence
College administration’s role in the
strike. Allow me to clear up some
things: The college does not directly
employ the workers you see cleaning
your bathrooms and taking out your
trash everyday. They employ Hurley of
America Inc., the corporation, who in
turn employs our Hurley workers. While
the college has no hand directly in the
negotiations (it is against labor laws to
have a third party present), as one of
Hurley of America’s biggest employers,
if the college had publicly stated that
they would support an increase in wages
and would be willing to pay Hulrley of
America more to cover the cost, the
negotiations more than likely would
have moved foward. It is common for
third parties to suggest the outcomes
they would like to see. The administra
tion, however, remains neutral, even as
students, the Faculty Senate, and local
politicians threw their support behind
the workers and pleaded with the heads
of the college to be sympathetic to the
plight of the janitors.
Why should we care? Why, in a time
of a pending economic recession should
we increase the wages of those lowest on
the corporate ladder? Why? Because it is
the right and just thing to do for vital
members of our campus community.
In 1891, Pope Leo XIII wrote an
encyclical entitled Rerum Novarum. It is
a letter of the “Rights and Duties of
Capital and Labor,” and it perhaps the
most famous papal document of the
nineteenth century. The following is an
excerpt from article 32: “. . . Among the
most important duties of employers the

principal one is to give every worker
what is justly due to him ... To defraud
anyone of the wage due him is a great
crime . . .” Also, article 39 states, “When
work people have recourse to a strike
and become voluntarily idle, it is fre
quently because the hours of labor are
too long, or the work too hard, or
because they consider their wages insuf
ficient. The grave inconvenience of this
not uncommon occurrence should be
obviated by public remedial measures;
for such paralyzing of labor not only
affects the masters and their work people
alike, but is extremely injurious to trade
and to the general interests of the public
. .. The laws should forestall and prevent
such troubles from arising; they should
lend their influence and authority to the
removal in good time of the causes
which lead to conflicts between employ
ers and employed.”
Let me reiterate: This is a papal state
ment decreeing that employers should
ensure fair conditions and wages so that
resorting to striking would not even be
necessary. The sub-standard wages and
long hours would not, and should not, even
exist, according to Leo XIII. Subsequent
popes took similar stances on the issues of
the dignity of work and the rights of work
ers—a cornerstone of Catholic social
teaching—including Pius XI and Pope
John Paul II. Scripture passages can be
read on equality and fairness, like the one
Ricardo Arocha cited in his guest com
mentary last week: “. . . the laborer
deserves his wages” (Luke 10:7).
As a Catholic institution, the justifi
cations for support of the workers are
endless; but this is more of a question of
faith or religious guidelines. This is a
matter of common humanity. Our jani
tors are people with families and homes
and bills and emotions and hard times.
We have to support them; we have to
support them as essential members of
our staff and community; we have to
support them in their struggle for fair
ness and equality; and we have to sup
port them in our common bond of frater
nity and humanity.
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The Fundamentals are
Important to Winning
by

Michael Pettinari ’09
Commentary Staff
CAMPUS

I have been a loyal fan of the Friars since I
stepped foot in McDermott Hall freshman
year. Now, if you ask my roommates, they
will tell you that 1 do not know what I am
talking about. And they are mostly right.
However, after this weekend’s showing at the
Dunkin’ Donuts Center, (or the Dunk, for all
you lazy abbreviators out there) and our per
formance at South Bend, you need to ques
tion, “what is going on?” Who are those guys
out there, and why aren’t they playing as well
as everyone thought they were going to?
Immediately, we all start to point fingers. It’s
only human to do so. Whose fault is this? If
you have walked up and down Eaton Street,
Tim Welsh is the escape-goat, as Michael
Scott would say. I tend to agree. I have
watched our team win great games;. I have
also watched them lose terrible ones. I am just
going out on a limb, but there has to be a flaw
somewhere. Something is just not right.
Now, I am not calling for the immediate
firing of Mr. Welsh, despite my participa
tion in a Facebook group, but the creator,
my roommate, spelled Welsh’s name
wrong, so technically I want Mr. Tim
Welch to be fired. However, let’s get a
game plan and let’s stick to it.
One of the most common criticisms that is
thrown about the walls of Bedford 502 is the
amount of ridiculous shots the team takes.
Sometimes, it’s better to drive to the basket
for an assured two than missing a shot five
feet behind the arc and not getting any points.
If 1 know that, and again, I know NOTHING
about basketball, don’t the players? Welsh
has to have a lot of faith in his players to take
those shots, because I do not even see profes
sionals taking those shots. I can only imagine
what it is like in the locker room. The way I
like to picture it, Welsh is there, looking as
sharp as ever with his purple tie and slicked

back Ponyboy hair, with a whiteboard and x’s
and o’s with arrows drawn. Then he says to
his team, “If you see an opportunity, take it.”
And that’s fine. I really believe that a coach
should encourage his players to take those
chances. But Timmy, when your boys are
shooting 8 for 33 behind the arc, you stop
that. There is no point in attempting if only a
quarter of your attempts are successful. Get a
new game plan.
Another aspect of the game that has haunt
ed the Friars for as long as I can remember is
the amount of free throws they miss. Ray Hall
had the game of his life against Notre Dame.
He played fantastic. He had seven rebounds
falling short of team leader Geoff
McDermott’s eight. We saw him double his
career high score. For once, things were final
ly starting to click and for the last two minutes
of Thursday’s game I thought they had it all
wrapped up. We were going to do the impos
sible: Walk into South Bend and break a 31game home winning streak. And then we got
fouled. And we got fouled bad. If you had
told me with two minutes left in the game,
that the Irish were going to force an overtime
and soon I would be standing outside smok
ing two unfiltered Lucky Strikes to calm my
nerves, I would have kindly told you to leave.
Mr. Welsh, you cannot win games unless you
can shoot free throws. McDermott went 0 for
2 and Ray Hall put up an abominable 2 for
10. With 10 attempts, there is really no excuse
for missing eight. Do we practice shooting
free throws? Or do we just stand at half court
and see if we can make it (Kyle Tibbetts, nice
shot by the way; Milford is proud.).
But honestly, where are the fundamen
tals? If I know all of these things about a
sport that I know nothing about, why does
n’t a professional coach getting paid a lot of
money to take us somewhere know them?
Mr. Welsh, I hope that all bracketology is
right and we do make the tournament. You
have got the most dedicated student fan sec
tion in the Big East, and we are ready to
stand behind you. But something needs to
change, because right now, we are not going
anywhere but down and we are running out
of chances to go up.

Fulfilling a Dream, One Hot Dog At a Time . . .
by

Aiden Redmond ’08

Commentary Staff
SPORTS

Michael Springer ’08: A man shrouded
in mystery and intrigue. Some of us know
him better than others, but there are few
on this campus that can say that their
lives have not been drastically moved by
this mythic individual in one form or
another. While Springer’s contributions
to The Cowl as both an editor and a con
tributing writer have made him world
famous, it is his little-known achieve
ment as being Providence College’s resi
dent competitive eating champion that
would make Takeru Kobawashi weep
green tears of jealous envy.
Some may not understand what drives
someone like Mr. Springer to pursue such
an alternative hobby such as competitive
eating. Many don’t consider it to be a “real
sport” and others believe it to be detrimen
tal to a country where obesity is the second
leading causes of preventable death. Mr.
Springer recently sat down with me for an
exclusive interview to give his adoring
public a one-of-a-kind insight into what it
takes to be the greatest competitive eater of
all time at Providence College.

AR: Mr. Springer. What compelled you to
begin your training as a competitive eater?
MS: 1 guess it started freshman year
with Spike’s [Junkyard Dogs], I always
was one of those people who ate a lot and
quickly, so it just seemed like a natural
thing to do an eating contest. So I entered
Spikes’ [hot dog eating contest] in the fall
and was surprised at how well I did. That
was probably my first real contest. That
summer I started watching the [Nathan’s
Hot Dog Eating Contest] at Coney Island
and began to follow to sport more, but I
never started taking it seriously until last
May when I started training for the
Nathan’s qualifier.

the contest with 17.5 [hot dogs] in 12 min
utes. I had eaten 18, but they deduced half a
hot dog due to debris.

petitive eating promotes the wrong kind of pie-eating contest at PC? I thought you won
message in a country that already struggles it every year since you were a freshman?
with obesity on such an extreme scale?
What gives?
MS: What is surprising about compet
MS: Well, that’s not true. I’ve won every
itive eating is that it’s usually the skinner pie-eating contest [at PC], but not every hot
guys who can eat more, not the bigger dog one. [At the last hot dog eating contest],
ones, which is why so many of these I puked and was disqualified, and the time
guys work out a lot and eat extremely before that I lost by half a bite but was also 30
healthy when they are not competing. If minutes late. As for the last pie-eating contest,
you look at the eaters who are ranked in I wanted to sit back and enjoy it as a specta
the top 20, most of them are under 200 tor for once. Plus, I’m trying to get ready for
pounds and are in great shape.
Nathan’s, so there are things that I need to do
before that in regards to training.
AR: Well put. As a competitor, do you have
any pre-eating rituals you go through when
AR: Understandable. Last question, Mike.
competing, like shadowboxing to “Party What is your favorite food, and what is the
Hard" by Andrew W.K. for instance?
greatest amount of it you have eaten in a sin
MS: [laughs] I’ve never tried shadow box gle sitting?
ing, but maybe ill give it a go.
MS: I like almost all foods. Ironically, I
Usually, I’ll just train hard, come in hun don’t really eat a lot of hot dogs when I’m not
gry, and put on some Will Smith or Akon on competing. But my favorite would be steak I
the iPod and just eat away.
guess. The most I’ve eaten may be ten.

AR: Wow! Is competitive eating something
you have dreamed ofdoing since childhood?
MS: [laughs] Not really, but the way 1 look
at it is that I am a poor college student, so if
some one is going to give me a free meal, a
free t-shirt, and the occasional cash prize,
why not do it?

AR: Are there any mind games you ever
play on your opponents, like eating hot dogs
off oftheir tray to show them who’s boss?
MS: [laughs] No, 1 think having them hear
the Akon and Will Smith blasting from my
headphones is enough to put fear into the
heart of any of my opponents.

AR: Amen to that. On a more serious note,
what do you say to those who think that com-

AR: [laughs] Agreed. With that said, I
hear you did not compete at the most recent

AR: What did you place in the qualifier?
MS: I placed fifth behind the four pros at

AR: Dear lord. You are truly a god
amongst men. Thank you for your time, Mr.
Springer. It has been an honor.
MS: [laughs] No, thank you.

Competitive eating: The sport of all sports.
For more on Mike Springer and his journey to
become the greatest competitive eater of all
time, check his progress on www.ifoce.com.
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POLITICAL PONDER
Once a month, Commentary will feature members from PC Democrats and College Republicans in a
special forum to better inform YOU about the issues at hand.

This Month's Topic: What is an Important Issue Facing Your Party Today?
by

Owen Bligh ’10

Providence College
Democrats Member

Donkeys are the devil. Well, maybe
not the actual animals, but many people
feel that Democrats are the most pagan
group of people on this planet. Why is it
that this label is placed? Is it Republican
propaganda? I’m actually not 100 per
cent sure when the perception of
Democrats turned towards that of a
morally-devoid group of heathens, but it
is one that I want to disprove.
I think that much of this classification
stems from the issue of abortion rights. It
is often that an incorrect label is placed
upon the members of the Democratic
Party. It is not that Democrats are in favor
of abortion, because honestly ... is any
one? No. Democrats advocate for the
right of a woman to live her own life and
make the decisions that she thinks best
benefit herself. I am not blind, though,
and clearly realize that the Republican
stance on abortion is a much better fit
with the values of the present-day
Catholic Church. Where I become upset,
however, is when people try to distort
Church history so it fits with their own
views. In neither the Old Testament nor
the New Testament is abortion forbidden.
It was actually a well-accepted practice in
Jewish communities. I do not understand
why the majority of faith-based people
have an inclination towards the
Republican Party. While Jesus does not
forbid abortion at all in the Bible, he does
advocate for the caring of the poor,
impoverished, and sick. This is some
thing that Republicans completely ignore!
With their opposition to such programs as
Welfare and social services, the Republicans
clearly do not follow in the steps of Jesus. It
seems that while they are reading their Bible
in an effort to justify their political party, they
must have passed over chapter 25 of
Matthew. Since I am rather certain you may
not have your Bible handy, I will copy por
tions of it for you: .. For I was hungry and
you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty
and you gave me something to drink, I was a
stranger and you invited me in, I needed
clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and
you looked after me, I was in prison and you
came to visit me.”
The Republican Party is willing to

step all over those below them in their
pursuit of what is best for them. They
will send soldiers off to a war with little
realization of the effect it has on the fam
ilies and communities of those fighting
and they will close down soup kitchens
and homeless shelters, so their budgets
are free to support tax breaks for the
businesses that supported their campaign
and the wealthy with whom they wine
and dine on the weekends.
It is around this time every four years
that I walk into Church on Sunday with a
great amount of trepidation, although I will
admit this does not occur as much at PC. 1
fear that the homily will not pertain to the
life of Jesus that we just heard in the
gospel, but rather serve as some sort of
political endorsement. So much for the
separation of Church and State! For all you
independents and Republicans out there,
I’d encourage you to take a minute to look
at your political beliefs in light of your
faith. If you find yourself in line with Jesus
in that you want to help those who cannot
help themselves, consider the Democratic
Party. If you realize that there are some sit
uations in which people just can not get
themselves out of without assistance, con
sider the Democratic Party. If you feel that
no one should be denied healthcare
because of their economic status, consider
the Democratic Party. If you care about
the world that God gave us and want to
protect it from warming and pollution,
consider the Democratic Party. The
Democrats of our nation are really the ones
following the life of Jesus and living out
the message of “Do unto others as you
would want done unto you.” If you have
any questions, you can find me at Church
on Sunday.

by Jon

Conradi ’ll

College Republicans
Member

People across the United States have
bought into cultures of extremes, governed by
the rule of ignorance and a tyranny of false
logic. The most dangerous of these extreme
elements in the American public is the rising
wave of a bourgeois cultural fad of disrespect
and self-defeatism targeted at the political
system of the United States, its legitimately
elected leadership, and the proud cultural past
of our nation. This culture is manifest in the
present as the “I hate George Bush” culture
which has come to grip such a large popula
tion of American youth. Beyond any basis in
logic or personal belief, large portions of the
American public have simply joined a band
wagon of disrespect calling for such illogical
conclusions such as the impeachment of
President Bush for war crimes. Among all the
ludicrous statements made by the American
left-wing, calling for the trial of the President
of the United States with absolutely no factu
al basis is, and should be, the most appalling.
These same leftist advocates cry for the end
of the “Bush Regime,” but where have the
protests throughout our history been against
the “Adams Regime,” the “Roosevelt
Regime” and the “Kennedy Regime?” Where
is the current public outrage against the pos
sible establishment of a “Clinton Regime?”
The American public has never taken issue
with political involvement among the same
family because in the United States there has
historically been honor placed on the integri
ty of the family and the legitimate aspiration
of a past political figure’s relation is regarded
as a manifestation of that honor.
President George W. Bush has reached
heights of unpopularity never before obtained
by a president, not because the state of the

union has suffered under his administration
but because despising the president has
become a popular trend. Preaching respect for
our president is considered a political faux
pas among American youth and a growing
portion of the general public. Blind, disre
spectful ignorance can literally be witnessed
in the streets of our nation: On May 23,2007,
at the United States Coast Guard Academy in
New London, Conn., self-styled “peace” pro
testors arrived in droves to protest the War in
Iraq during the academy’s commencement at
which George W. Bush was the key speaker.
The protestors, a good portion of whom clear
ly celebrated a lack of personal hygiene,
whipped themselves into a debauched frenzy
of propaganda fueled demonstration. Some of
the signs carried by protestors bore the slogan
“Bush is the symptom, capitalism is the dis
ease”, while many bore a simple “Impeach
Bush.” The protestors danced to music,
screamed, shouted, made obscene gestures
and desecrated Coast Guard property by
spray painting “Fascist Empire” on the sign at
the entrance to the academy. It would seem a
long shot to assume that a majority of the pro
testors could even coherently explain what
fascism was, other than an object of hatred.
Veterans at the event suffered abhorrent dis
honor, accused of being “baby killers.” The
tragedy of this display is the increasing num
ber of Americans who would side with the
protestors and dishonor those who protect
and lead our nation.
The “I hate George Bush” culture has
seriously altered the international perception
of the United States and limited its effective
ness in foreign policy. Enemies of the
United States, once the North Vietnamese
and now fundamentalist Muslim terrorists,
see extreme opposition to our government as
a guarantee of victory. Our adversaries in the
modem world gain strength from the fla
grant disrespect and irrationality of many
Americans towards their own political insti
tutions. This virulent disunity has increased
international scorn of the United States and
encouraged Russia to withdraw diplomatic
friendship and test the waters of confronta
tion. Political dissent in the United States
can and never should be abolished; howev
er, decency and prudence must be exercised
in the airing of grievances. Without a basis
in prudence and rationalism a democratic
society cannot pursue stability in policy nec
essary to prevent the endangerment of its
political principles.

Go Green: Helpful and Easy
Ways to Help the Environment
continued from page 18

"Keith was a staple at PCfor me. I never knew him too well,
but I still remember hanging out with him in Fennell during
my Freshman year as we had many of the same friends. He
was such a good person and always brought a real vitality
with him, something that always made people feel welcome
and was uniquely "Keith. ’’Anyone who ever met Keith will
never forget him, I know I won’t. Keith was one of a kind, a
real good soul, and he will be deeply missed. ”
—Aiden Redmond ’08

gestions were made at the event last week
and I’ve added a few myself. Just so the
entire community got a chance to see
them, I wrote them in to The Cowl below:
—The hallways and buildings don't
need lights on if no one is in there, espe
cially at night, so put motion sensors
everywhere. It works for the classrooms.
—Put some windmills and solar pan
els on the roofs. They’re trendy now.
—Why aren’t the new security trucks
hybrids? For that matter, why are they
trucks? Cops drive cars just fine.
—It's February and every residence
on campus is sweltering . . . turn down
the heat!
—Is there a need to have computers on
all day? That goes for students and labs.
—Make every elevator as slow as Mai
Brown's; people won't bother and just
use the stairs.
—Mandate double-sided printing;
students hate thick packets.
—Offer incentives—tuition cuts—for
those who leave cars at home.
—Physical plant probably shouldn’t crush
bushes with snow... every leaf counts.
—Make kids who get transported
plant a tree . . . just because.

—Change every light to use an energy
saving bulb. They’re cheaper than con
ventional ones now and last about seven
years. Oh, and don't require an annual
ton of coal.
—Flavor of Love 3 is going to be
great to watch while working out, but if
it is a nice day, run outside.
Simple changes for a healthier world.
Your move, PC community. Someone
make a Facebook group about this and
get more suggestions up there. Let’s get
policies implemented before 1-195 is
under water.

For more information on
simple ways you can help
the environment, pick up
The Green Book, written by
Elizabeth Rogers and
Thomas M. Kostigen.
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Matt Taormina

Kathleen Smith

Men’s Ice Hockey
Junior—Clinton Township, Mich.

Women’s Ice Hockey
Senior—Waterloo, Ontario

Taormina scored the game-winning goal in the
Friars’ victory at Boston College on Thursday,
Jan. 31. He also had an assist in the team’s tie
with Merrimack on Saturday, Feb. 2.

Smith was named the Hockey East Player of the
Month for January after totaling 11 points on six
goals and five assists.

Schedules

Scores
Thursday 1/31

Friday 2/8

Men’s Basketball at Notre Dame
Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Boston University

L, 71-64
W, 4-3

Friday 2/1

Men’s Hockey at Boston College
Men’s Track at Giegengack Invitational
Women’s Track at Giegengack Invitational

W, 3-2
Ind. Res.
Ind. Res.

Saturday 2/9

Men’s Track at Valentine Invitational
Women’s Track at Valentine Invitational
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. Vermont
Women’s Ice Hockey at Connecticut
Men’s Basketball at St. John’s
Women’s Basketball vs. West Virginia
Swimming at New England Invitational

Saturday 2/2

Men’s Basketball vs. West Virginia
Men’s Track at Giegengack Invitational
Women’s Track at Giegengack Invitational
Men’s Ice Hockey at Merrimack
Women’s Ice Hockey at Boston University
Women’s Basketball at Connecticut
Men’s Swimming at Holy Cross
Women’s Swimming at Holy Cross

4:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.

Women’s Tennis at St. Peter’s
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. Vermont
Men’s Track at Valentine Invitational
Women’s Track at Valentine Invitational

L, 77-65
Ind. Res.
Ind. Res.
T, 1-1 (OT)
L, 3-1
L, 80-54
Ind. Res.
Ind. Res.

12:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
TBA

Sunday 2/10

2:00 p.m.

Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Connecticut
Tuesday 2/12

Women’s Basketball at Villanova
Men’s Basketball at Pittsburgh

Tuesday 2/5

W, 79-65

Men’s Basketball vs. DePaul

8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Standings
Women’s Hockey East Standings (2/6)

Men’s Hockey East Standings (2/6)

Team

Hockey East
W
L
T

Pts.

W

New Hampshire
Boston College

12
8

4
4

1
6

25
22

16
13

Providence

9

5

3

21

12

Northeastern
Umass Lowell
Vermont
Boston University
Massachusetts
Maine
Merrimack

9
7
6
7
5
4
4

7
7
6
8
7
10
12

2
4
5
3
5
3
2

20
18
17
17
15
11
10

12
12
7
8
10
8
10

Overall
L
7
6
9
9
9
10
14
9
13
12

T

Team

1
7

New Hampshire
Connecticut

3

3
4
7
4
6
3
3

Hockey East
w L
T
1
13
0

Pts.

Overall
W
L

23
17

3
4

T
1
5

8

2

3

27
19

Providence

7

4

2

16

12

11

3

Boston College
Boston University
Northeastern
Maine
Vermont

6
6
4
1
1

6
6
8
9
11

2
1
1
3
1

14
13
9
5
3

10
9
5
2
5

9
12
16
21
20

6
3
3
3
1
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Making Healthy Choices With Fast Food
With all of the unhealthy options
on the menu, going to a fast food
restaurant can be a recipe for dis

aster despite the time it may save.
Casey Reutemann ’09 discusses
how to make good choices without
losing precious time.
by

Casey Reutemann ’09
Sports Staff

Have you ever met a college student
whose eyes didn’t light up upon hearing
terms like “Quick Fix”, “No Sweat
Solution” and “Instant Gratification”? I
didn’t think so. In fact,
HEALTH AND the
preoccupation
FITNESS with convenience is
arguably more perva
sive on college campuses than in any
other demographic.
It’s easy to see, then, how the expedien
cy promised by the comprehensive term
“fast food” often entices even the most
health-conscious college students into its
realm of “over-fried-calori-crammed sodi
um packed-deliciousness.”
In a world stuck in fast-forward, the ris
ing significance of speed as a measure of
efficiency is often unfortunately coupled
with a devaluation of quality. Since fast
food has traditionally been thought of as
the antithesis of nutritious cuisine, those
who choose to consistently “dig in” (i.e.
college students) accepted that by doing so
they were forgoing a healthy diet.
Today, however, the increasing avail

ability of nutritious options on fast food
menus no longer necessitates forfeiting
healthiness for handiness. What is
essential in the quest for healthy nour
ishment is not the will power to abstain
from all things convenient, but simply
the knowledge of and willingness to
make healthier choices.
First and foremost is portion control, por
tion control, portion control! The key to
maintaining any form of healthy diet, whether
it’s on-the-go, in the restaurant, or at your
own dining room table, is moderation.
Since even regular portions at fast food
restaurants today are undeniably larger
than they were 20 years ago, the idea of
super-sizing has a whole new meaning.
Therefore, while you may not need to
completely give up “quick fix dining,” do
employ some self-restraint when it comes
to the temptation to super-size it; it may
seem like a good deal, but you will end up
getting more calories, fat, and sodium than
you need (or want).
Also, whether your dining in the front seat
of your car, or a booth at the Cheesecake
Factory—beware of GI-NORMOUS por
tions—pay attention to your body and eat
only until you are full. There is no shame in
saving the rest for later, so never feel reluctant
to doggie bag your leftovers.
Ideally, the most sure-fire way to guar
antee that you stick to a reasonable plan of
moderation is to take a friend along and
share. Ironically, by splitting a fast food
meal in two, you actually reduce the por
tion size from “ridiculous” to “normal.”
For example, while Taco Bell’s Fiesta Taco
Salad is by no means considered a healthy

alternative (don’t be deceived by the word
salad), weighing in at 840 calories (400 of
which are calories from fat), 45 grams of
fat, and 1780 mg of sodium, if you simply
can’t resist, splitting the meal with a friend
will make it a considerably more reason
able meal choice.

When you find yourself
sitting at the drive-thru,
silence the little fast food
devil on your shoulder by
looking at all of the menu
options (not just the cheap
est!) and make the healthi
est choice.
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Also, take advantage of the ability of
fast food restaurants to let you have it your
way by ordering condiments on the side, or
not at all. Many salad dressings and special
sauces are high in fat and calories, and it is
common for even the healthiest fast food
options to be served saturated in them. For
example, by merely including a “hold the
mayo” in your order for a Wendy’s
Tendergrill Chicken Sandwich, you save
110 calories!
By asking for all condiments to be put
on the side you give yourself the control
over how much you use—odds are you
won’t even use half of what they provide
you with.
Alternatively, choose to eat at places
like Subway or a local sandwich shop,

which provide great opportunities for you
to determine just what and how much goes
onto your sandwich.
When you find yourself sitting at the
drive-thru, silence the little fast food devil
on your shoulder by looking at all of the
menu options (not just the cheapest!) and
make the healthiest choice. To guide you,
here are just a few examples of how a few
extra seconds of thought into your order
can make all the difference:
Wendy’s: Instead of the ever popular
Chicken Club Sandwich try the Ultimate
Chicken Grill Sandwich and a side salad
with Fat Free French dressing on the side
to save 115 calories and 18 grams of fat.
McDonald’s: For 215 calories and 27
grams of fat less than those in a Double
Quarter Pounder with Cheese you can
enjoy a Premium Grilled Chicken Classic
Sandwich AND a side of apple dippers
with caramel.
Taco Bell: If you pass up the Cruchwrap
Supreme for two original hard shell beef
tacos with shredded lettuce and cheddar
cheese you will get a heartier meal and still
save 220 calories and four grams of fat.
So next time you hear your stomach
calling for “Fourthmeal,” don’t deprive
yourself! Instead, enjoy the experience
by making smart meal choices that don’t
sabotage your diet. With the knowledge
that healthier alternatives do exist and
use of tricks like portion control and per
sonalized ordering, this plan of attack
assures that not only can you continue to
“eat great even late” and “have it your
way,” but you can be “lovin’ it” without
sacrificing convenience.

Hoops: Two Tough Losses Against ND and WVU
continued from back page
tributed the Friars newfound confidence.
Most importantly, PC continued to look to
get the ball in the post instead of pulling up
for threes.
Hanke and Kale displayed an array of
quality post moves and junior Geoff
McDermott also did a nice job slicing
through the lane and contributing to the
inside scoring punch.
“He makes everyone on the floor bet
ter,” said Welsh regarding McDermott.
When all was said and done, the Friars
had 36 points (21 by Hanke) in the paint
and for the first time all season, some con
tinuity on offense. Williams and fellow
sophomore Brian McKenzie also played
stellar games, playing under control and
shooting efficiently from the field. The two
combined for 31 points on 10-16 shooting.
Welsh was enthusiastic regarding
Hanke’s play against the Blue Demons.
“Nobody can score like him,” Welsh
said. “When we get him on the move, he
runs the floor so well. We have guys look
ing for him.”
Defensively, PC also tightened things up
in the second half. They held the Demons
to 35 percent shooting and out-rebounded
DePaul by 17 in the second half.
The strong defensive effort helped the
Friars open up a big second half lead
which they would not relent. The end
result was a 79-65 win for PC, a win that
got the Friars out of the bottom four of the
Big East and more importantly brought
confidence back to the PC hoop squad.
“We had good balance on offense,”
said Welsh. “Our second-half rebound
ing was the key. We got out-rebounded
in the first half. In the second half, it was
23 to nine on the glass and that got our
running game going.”
The Friars had a game plan going into
their rematch with DePaul. Although the
team got off to a sluggish start against the
Blue Demons when the two teams faced
off in January, the Friars came on strong in
the second and only lost by five, 70-65.
“We’re going to try to build from the
second half we had,” said Hanke before
Tuesday’s game. “We finished strong
and we just need to do that through 40
minutes and play a full game and we
should be fine.”
After losing at Notre Dame less than 48
hours earlier, the Friars came home to face
a tough West Virginia squad under new

head coach Bob Huggins.
Last year, Providence had an exciting
come from behind victory over the
Mountaineers. This year, they were look
ing for some of the same magic to end
their three-game skid, the longest of the
season. West Virginia was out for blood as
well, as it was coming off a game that saw
them total only 39 points in an ugly loss to
Cincinnati on Wednesday, Jan. 30.
The game got off to a great start for the

We stopped scoring for a
couple of possessions and
they hit a couple of threes,”
said Welsh. “The game
went from a four- or sixpoint game up into double
digits and that was it.
Tim Welsh
Men’s Basketball Head
Coach

Friars. After giving up the first four points
to WVU, the Friar offense really got going.
PC took its first lead of the game off a
Ray Hall layup four and a half minutes into
the game. A trey from sophomore Dwain
Williams put the home team up by four,
15-11. From there, the Friars would hold
the lead until the Mountaineers tied the
game, 36-36, at the 1:44 mark.
Strong rebounding and some sharp
shooting gave Providence a 12-point lead
with 6:34 to play in the half. At that point,
Providence was outdueling WVU on the
boards, 11-7. It was when the Friars began
to miss their rebounds that the game start
ed to get ugly for the home team.
After sophomore Brian McKenzie’s foul
shot put PC up by 12, the Friars did not
score
again
until
junior
Geoff
McDermott’s dunk with 54 seconds
remaining—a drought of nearly six min
utes. On the other end, the Mountaineers
went on a 15-0 run to go up 39-36.
“They were shooting a lot of threes
and getting a lot of long rebounds,” said
Hanke. “Their second chance points were
killing us.”
Welsh called a timeout and tried to set
up the last shot, but McDermott missed a
layup with two seconds left and West

Virginia took a 41-38 lead into the locker
room at halftime.
“I thought early we had great spark,”
said Providence Head Coach Tim Welsh.
“We were running good offense. The
key part of the game was the last six
minutes of the first half where we
stopped running a good offense. . . We
had three or four possessions in a row
where we took quick shots. That led to
them getting back in the game.”
The Friars cut the lead to one with a
dunk from Hanke early in the second
and took a 43-42 lead off an NBA three
pointer from Williams. However, once
the Mountaineers went up 44-43 with a
layup from Joe Mazzulla, there was no
looking back.
“We had a little bit of a flow going into
the second half,” said Welsh. “But they got
up in us and we had some bad turnovers on
double teams.”
West Virginia managed to keep the
Friars off the boards and hit four treys to
keep PC at bay. They led by as many as 16
with 34 seconds to play. Hanke’s layup
with 22 seconds on the clock cut the lead
to 12, and the Friars lost their fourth
straight, 77-65.
“We stopped scoring for a couple of
possessions and they hit a couple of
threes,” said Welsh. “The game went from
a four- or six-point game up into double
digits and that was it.”
Though junior Jeff Xavier had some
what of an off-night offensively, the game
was a special one in that he scored his
1000th college point. The milestone came
at the 5:42 mark in the second half, off a
free throw.
Hanke led the Friars with 18 points
while McKenzie was the only other
Friar in double figures with 11. As has
been the case in most of Providence’s
losses, the team was outrebounded—3325—and was largely unsuccessful from
three-point range.
“We just started taking some bad shots,”
said Hanke. “We weren’t patient and we
weren’t running our sets well.”
The loss dropped Providence to 3-6 in
conference and 8-2 at home in the Dunk.
The Friars went to South Bend, Ind.,
on Thursday, Jan. 31, in pursuit of an
elusive road win. While winning on the
road in any situation is difficult,
Providence faced an added hurdle in
Notre Dame’s 31-game home win
streak. The Irish had not lost at the

Joyce Center in two years and though
the team faced its toughest test thus far,
the streak remained. Providence did
manage to do something that no one else
has since the run began: Push the
Fighting Irish into overtime.
As the saying goes, you live by the
three, you die by the three. In their trounc
ing of Connecticut on Jan. 17, the Friars
thrived on the three. On Thursday, the trey
was almost as hard to come by as a Big
East road win. But that was only one con
tributing factor in what Welsh referred to
as the toughest loss of the season.
The Friars were only down by one at
halftime and led by two with 30 seconds to
play. However, a steal by Notre Dame’s
Luke Harangrody and two missed free
throws from sophomore Ray Hall sent the
game into an extra period.
Providence had its share of chances in
overtime and even began to have some
luck behind the arc, but missed free throws
and sophomore Brian McKenzie’s illtimed trey attempt helped Notre Dame
walk away with their streak in tact.
While Harangrody led all scorers with
31 points and 14 boards, Dwain Williams
put up 20 for the Friars off four treys. One
bright spot for the Friars was the breakout
night from Hall, who more than doubled
his season points total with 10 points and
seven rebounds. Junior Geoff McDermott,
Xavier, and McKenzie all had 10 as well.
After this week’s action, the Friars are
now halfway through their conference
schedule. Though they currently sit below
.500, there is still time for them to redeem
themselves and make a push for the Big
East Tournament.
However, there are some tough tasks
ahead of them including two must-win
road contests this week. The Friars will
take on the St. John’s Red Storm on
Saturday, Feb. 9, at 12:00 p.rq. and then
head to Pittsburgh to face the No. 18 Pitt
Panthers on Tuesday, Feb. 12.
Providence lost to both of these teams
on the road in 2007, but winning this year
is essential if the team wants to keep its
postseason hopes alive. They proved that
they could win on the road when they
played Connecticut, now it is time to back
that up.
“We just need to put this behind us,”
said Hanke, of the team’s recent strug
gles. “We need to stay focused and not
get down or discouraged. There are a lot
of games left.”
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Friars Fall to No. 1 Connecticut
by

Mollie Quinn ’09
Sports Staff

If the Providence College Women’s
Basketball Team had beaten No. 1
University of Connecticut, on Saturday,
Feb. 2, it would be remembered as one of
the biggest upsets in
WOMEN’S women’s basketball history,
HOOPS perhaps equivalent to the
recent shake-up witnessed
in Super-Bowl XLII. However, in this
match-up the underdog did not prevail.
The odds were certainly not in the
Friars’ favor as they faced up against the
nation’s number one team. The Friars
were defeated 80-54, enabling the Huskies
to remain perfect in the season with a
record of 21-0 overall and 8-0 against Big
East competition. This victory for the
UConn women’s basketball dynasty comes
as little surprise, as the Huskies have won
the last 23 meetings against the Friars.
Despite the disparity in the final
score, the Friars still exuded a valiant
effort and were able to challenge them
selves individually.
“Considering [with] the loss and all, I
thought they played hard,” said Head
Coach Phil Seymore. “They started to take
some bad shots at the end, but I thought
they gave it a good effort.”
Sophomores Brittany Dorsey and
Kendria Holmes remained tough in their
fight against UConn. Dorsey recorded 14
points while Holmes added 13 points and
six assists for Providence. With help from
the other lady Friars, Providence was able
to match Connecticut’s 31 points in the
second half. Junior Shantee Darrian led
Providence on the boards with seven.
The Friars started out strong, opening
the game with a jumper by freshmen MiKhida Hankins 17 seconds into play.
Providence’s 2-0 lead was quickly
snatched from them as the Huskies rattled
off 12 consecutive points over three min
utes to open up a double-digit advantage.
“We came out strong, played as a team,
and tried as hard as we could,” said Seymore.
Providence’s defense effectively
blocked UConn scorer Renee Mont
gomery, who came into the game having
scored at least 20 points in three consec
utive games, holding her to only eight.
However, Connecticut’s near perfection,
completing 63 percent of its shots from
the floor in the first half, was too much
for Providence’s offense to match. The
Huskies went into the break with a 49-
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Sophomore Brittany Dorsey led the Friars’ offensive effort with a team-high 14
points against Connecticut on Saturday, Feb. 2.
23 advantage.
The second half was more of the same
from the Huskies, as UConn went on a 160 run in just over seven minutes to increase
its lead to 39 points at 72-33, with 8:16 left
to play. In the final 3:54 minutes of the
game, the Friars showed signs of life.
Providence was able to close out the game
on a 12-0 run, cutting the final margin to
26 points.
For Seymore and the team, the UConn
game was not just another loss for the
books, but rather an opportunity to com
pete with some of the best women’s bas
ketball players in the country.
“We had nothing to lose, but everything
to gain,” said Seymore.
In the end, UConn remained undefeated
as they await a team powerful enough to
disrupt their 34-game winning streak.
Although the Friars could not pull off the
win, No. 7 Rutgers ended UConn’s bid for

a perfect season, with a 73-71 victory on
Tuesday, Feb. 5.
With the no. 1 team behind them,
Providence will surely find themselves
in a better situation as the team matches
up against No. 12 West Virginia at home
on Saturday, Feb. 9. Tip off is at 2:00
p.m.
Though the Friars have won just one
conference game so far this season—
against South Florida—and find them
selves at the bottom of the Big East stand
ings, the season is far from over. Another
win or two could set the Friars back on
track to gaining a spot in the Tournament.
A month remains until the tourney begins,
which is more than enough time for this
young team to turn things around and
make a run in the postseason.

oss: Looking Back at the Run

continued from back page
proved to be a merely a speed bump that a
NASCAR driver would whiz by so fast he
would not even feel it. Manning played
nearly perfect, backing up the performance
he desperately needed against the Patriots.
The defense once again played great, look
ing like the ’80s Giants led by Lawrence
Taylor, Harry Carson, and of course,
coached by Bill Belichick. 24-14.
Dallas, “America’s team,” had more
extra baggage than a Boeing 747. The
Cowboys had beaten the Giants convinc
ingly twice, playing solid football as the
number one NFC team but the spotlight
spoiled a team with double digit pro bowl
players. Tony Romo never got comfortable
as he was harassed constantly and at the
end of the game it was Terrell Owen crying
behind designer sunglasses.
His pain was my gain, and boy do I wish
I had taped the game. Giants’ fans have
had a lot of heartache since that 1991
Super Bowl victory, and it really seemed it
would slip away in the Cowboys’ final
drive to win the game. But they held and
somehow they were on their way to the
NFC Championship game. 21-17.
As clear underdogs again in the NFC
championship game, the Giants smacked
around Brett Favre, shut down the running
game, and still found themselves tied after
regulation with the Green Bay Packers. A
friend of mine predicted a reckless Favre
interception, and sure enough, it came.
However, I can’t say I had much confidence
in our kicker Lawrence Tynes. He had
missed his two previous kicks including a
potential game winner so why should I have

PC: Now in
Third Place
in Conference

believed that he would hit a 47 yard field
goal in negative 24 degree wind chilled
weather through the uprights? The Giants
have had a long history of letting big games
slip away and it only seemed fitting that
Brett Farve would be in the Super Bowl
spotlight to take on Tom Brady like every
one had expected. But with riding the leg of
Lawrence Tynes the Giants had done the
unthinkable, reaching Super Bowl XLII.
Boy do I wish I had a DVD recorder for this
game as well. 23-20.
Nearly everyone said the Giants would
have no chance against a perfect Patriots
season and with two weeks to plan, Bill
Belichick would tear Eli Manning to
shreds and confuse a sack-happy Giants
defense. But the 12-point underdog Giants
had what the 2002 Patriots had: the under
dog, title, the David vs. Goliath attitude
and ‘the little engine that could’ mentality.
The way I look at it, they were playing
with house money. If they lost like the
world expected they would not be
shunned. The Patriots were expected to be
19-0, the “greatest team of all time.” The
parade had been set for Super Tuesday—or
Fat Tuesday if you are a Mardi Gras celebrator or just a big time partier—for the
perfect team.
On paper the game was a total mis
match. It was the wide eyed kid brother of
Peyton Manning against the calm, cool,
super-model dating, world champion Tom
Brady. It was the team that had won three
titles in the past six years versus a team
that had won three titles in their 83 years of
existence. To any intelligent football fan
the Giants beating the Patriots was not pos
sible, but as ESPN’s Chris Berman says,

“that’s why they play the game.”
My description of the game will not
do it justice; therefore I will just take
one snapshot from the game. Down by
four with just a minute left, Eli
Manning, yes, Eli Manning, escaped
Richard Seymour’s grasp, rolled to his
right and threw a jump ball to David
Tyree at the Patriot 24-yard line.
There is “The Immaculate Reception”
and “The Catch,” but this one will be
remembered forever as “The Helmet
Hugger.” It was third down in the middle
of the field. A sack there, and the Giants
would have been forced to convert fourth
and 12. Instead it was a 32-yard connec
tion that will never be forgotten.
This was the same Eli Manning who
seemed timid throughout the regular sea
son and threw the most interceptions for
a starting quarterback. All of a sudden,
he looked like the first pick of the 2004
draft. David Tyree, the fourth receiver
option, outwrestled safety Rodney
Harrison and kept the ball from hitting
the ground. A little bit of luck, lots of
determination, and relentless heart is
what kept the New York Giants alive, not
just in this game, but throughout the
entire season. Go out and get your Super
Bowl apparel and wear it proudly.
There is so much to say, but I will cut
myself off here. New York Giants fans,
this is one game that we will never forget,
and a year where a team of misfits defied
all odds. 17-14.
I now know what it is like to be a 2004
Red Sox fan. The New York Giants are
your Super Bowl XLII Champions.

for 65 minutes - since this is something
that the team controls as opposed to
results which are subject to random vari
ables like posts and hot goalies.
“In a game like that, I don’t know what
else we can do,” he said. “We just couldn’t
get that second goal to secure the other
point [in the standings], but we did an
awful lot of good things.”
“When you take a step back and look at
the big picture, three out of four points on
the road in Hockey East - that’s going to
come up big for us,” said Sims.
The win and tie moved the Friars into
sole possession of third place in Hockey
East, and into No. 12 in the national
ranking with an overall record of 12-9-3
(9-5-3 HE).
Army was also quick to praise the
efforts of his players. Between increas
ing contributions from freshmen and
solid depth that sees a diverse core of
contributors each night, he is happy with
the team’s play.
“If you’re going to play well, you need
contributions from a lot of people,” he
said. “Obviously some guys are providing
that stability every night, but the group has
really come together and played well.
Different people are providing our offense.
We talk about everyone being the con
science of the team, and everyone has to
contribute to have depth.”

This is a big weekend
coming up against Vermont.
We hope to continue our
momentum into these home
games, and just keep play
ing well consistently com
ing into this month.
Sophomore Greg Collins
So with the defensively minded
Vermont Catamounts coming down to
Schneider Arena for a two-game set this
weekend, the team is focused on the task
at hand.
“We’re upbeat. We have a real good
conditioning base, and a good sense of
what we’re doing,” Army said. “We want
to just keep our legs, stay fresh, and make
sure (we’re alert of what we need to.)
UVM is a grind it out defensive team.
They make you work to generate offensive
space. They’ve got some guys that can fin
ish, and they’ve been playing well. We
need to prepare and be ready to counter
that.”
The Friars will face the Catamounts on
Friday, Feb. 8, and Saturday, Feb. 9. Both
games will start at 7:00 p.m.
“This is a big weekend coming up
against Vermont. We hope to continue our
momentum into these home games, and
just keep playing well consistently coming
into this month,” Collins said.
“We went up there and beat them the
first time [this year],” Sims said. “So we
know they’re going to come hard for
revenge. But we’re not worried about that.
If we come out hard and play the way we
can, we should come out on the right side
of things.”
The Friars currently sit in third place in
Hockey East, just one point behind Boston
College—the team they beat last weekend.
This means that second place is well withing reach, particularly if the Friars manage
to sweep Vermont, or even tie them. The
Friars won the only game they played
against Vermont this year, proving that
they are up to the task.
If they keep “playing better every day,”
and improve from last weekend, or even
from today’s practice, then that goal is cer
tainly attainable, and the results will come.
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PC Earns Weekend Split with Boston University
by

Erin Redihan ’08
Sports Editor

When you play in a tough conference
like Hockey East, every game is a chal
lenge, particularly as you begin to move
closer to the playoffs. Each team is fight
ing for its chance to play for
WOMEN’S the Hockey East title, which
HOCKEY makes for some very inter
esting and competitive
matchups. This week, the Providence
College Women’s Hockey Team played
two close games against Boston University
and came away with a 1 -1 record.
After pulling off an exciting 4-3 win
over the Terriers at home on Thursday, Jan.
31, the Friars went into their game in
Boston on Saturday, Feb. 2, looking for a
sweep. Instead, they found themselves on
the short end of a 3-1 score.
“We’re playing very good hockey right
now,” said Providence Head Coach Bob
Deraney. “We just ran into a hot goalie. We
missed some terrific scoring opportunities
that we set up for ourselves.”
Despite having several scoring opportu
nities in the first period on Sunday, the
Friars came up empty. Seniors Kathleen
Smith and Danielle Tangredi and freshman
Jean O’Neil all came close to netting goals
for PC, but both shots were saved by BU
goaltender Allyse Wilcox.
“When you get 25 shots in the third
period compared to BU getting 24 total
for the game, it kind of signifies how
well we’re playing, but our game just
came up short,” said Deraney. “It wasn’t
from a lack of effort or creating oppor
tunities for ourselves. We just have to
take advantage of them.”
Providence’s penalties proved to be its
downfall in the second and third frames.
BU took the lead in the second when they
scored off the power-play at the 11:06
mark. Just three minutes later, the Terriers
doubled their advantage when PC was
again shorthanded.
The Terriers pushed their third and final
goal past PC junior goaltender Danielle
Ciarletta with just under 17 minutes to play
in the third. The Friars did manage to cut
the lead to two when Tangredi scored off
the power-play at the 10:51 mark, but that
was as close as PC would come.
Although the game began with PC
falling behind as it did on Sunday,

courtesy of sports info

Freshman Jean O’Neil scored a career-high two goals in a come from behind win
over Boston University at home on Thursday, Jan. 31. This week the Friars will
try to beat UConn in an attempt to move into second place in Hockey East.
Thursday’s home game ended in a much
more positive fashion for the Friars.
The Terriers struck early, scoring two of
their three goals before the 10-minute
mark in the opening period. Providence
evened things off in the second with two
scores of their own.
“To be a good team, you have to come
from behind,” said Deraney. “I thought our
team showed tremendous character being
down 2-0 after the first and then tying it in
the second.”
O’Neil put the home team on the board
off a pass from junior Mari Pekonen at the
3:58 mark. Smith tied the game at two
around the midway point of the period
with her 12th goal of the season.
The tie lasted until the 1:28 mark in the
third when O’Neil gave the Friars their
first lead of the night with her second goal.
Freshman Alyse Ruff and Pekonen earned

the assists on the play.
BU made things interesting when Jillian
Kirchner scored off the power-plays with
13 minutes left in regulation.
Tangredi secured the Friars’ 12th win on
the year and saved the team from overtime
with her third goal at the 14:09 mark.
“Katy Beach got an opening on the
side and she came and put the puck to the
net and I stood in front of the goal and
just waited for the rebound and slammed
it home once it came,” said Tangredi.
Ciarletta got the win in goal by making
22 saves.
“Coming from behind to win in dramat
ic fashion gave us new found confidence
that we can come from behind,” said
Deraney. “That’s a very hard thing to do in
our sport where the statistics prove that the
first goal usually wins. Comebacks in
women’s ice hockey are few and far

PC Track to Send Runners to Big East
by John

Butler ’ll

Sports Staff

If it is true that greatness shines forth most
brilliantly when athletes are challenged, the
Providence College Indoor Track Team was
challenged and responded on Saturday and
Sunday, Feb. 1-2, at the
INDOOR Giegengack Invitational at
TRACK Yale University.
Junior Charlie Dewey and
senior James Lourenco went back-to-back
in the 400-meter race posting times of
49.15 and 49.86, respectively, to take
fourth and fifth place. Dewey dropped 0.3
seconds from his time at the Terrier Classic
last week to qualify for the New England
and Big East Championships.
The duo combined later in the day with
freshman Brian Stannard and senior Chris
McDermott in the 4x400-meter relay. The
relay team finished in 3:20.73, shattering
the school record which was set only last
year. This finish marked a seven-second
drop from the Dec. 1, 2207 Brown
Invitational, in which the 4x400 team fin
ished in 3:27.23, but according to Friars
Head Coach Ray Treacy, there is still room
for improvement.
“The 4x400 team came back hard after
racing before. If we can get them out fresh,
I think they can run down around 3:16 or
3:17,” Treacy said.
Such an improvement would require
each man on the team to better his time by
about one second, and would seemingly
catapult the Friars to the upper echelon of
Big East relay teams.
McDermott also had an impressive
showing in the 800-meter run—the veri
table schizophrenic of races, boasting a
sprint-like speed for a significantly

longer duration than the sprints them
selves. He captured fifth place in 1:53.94,
while junior Nick Berluti took seventh in
1:54.34. Both Friar runners earned quali
fying times for the New England, Big
East, and IC4A Championships.
Senior Ahmed Haji rounded out the
qualifiers on the men’s side with an
8:25.08 finish in the 3000-meter race
which was good for 11th place.
“It was a decent one [race], but I wasn’t
fully happy with the results,” the humble
Haji said. “But it was good to get qualify
ing for the Big East out of the way so I can
focus on training now.”
It is likely that Haji and many other
members of the Friars distance squad will
see significant decreases in their times in
the coming weeks at the Valentine
Invitational
and
the
Big
East
Championship because of the practice
scheme devised by Treacy.
“We’re still going pretty hard and have
not yet begun to taper,” Treacy said. “Our
last big meet was the Terrier [on Jan 2526], and guys like Hayden [McLaren] and
Max [Smith] were looking to qualify...
our goal is to qualify for the Big East.”
The Women’s team is also fulfilling this
goal, as evident in the Friars’ quality per
formance at Giegengack. Freshman Emma
Perron took fourth place in the mile run in
5:03.30, while senior Michelle Childs was
close to follow in fifth place at 5:03.49.
Both qualified for the New England and
Big East Championships.
Coach Treacy’s analysis of the women’s
meet focuses on the team’s marked
improvement, given the week-to-week
nature of the sport.
“It was a quality performance,” he said.
“It was great to get Emma [Perron] and

Michelle [Childs] qualified, and we saw a
big improvement by Sarah Morgan in the
3000-meter.”
Indeed, Morgan dropped almost 17 sec
onds between the Terrier Classic and the
Giegengack, so that she took 12th place in
10:15.22.
The Friars focus their attention now
on the Big East Championship, which
will be held on Feb. 23-24 at the Armory
in New York. This enthusiastic and ded
icated bunch is looking to make its mark
in the conference.
“We have a group of young guys that
love the sport and they set goals for them
selves. They want to achieve great things,”
Haji said.
“I think we will have the biggest rep
resentation ever [at the Big East
Championship] on the men’s side,”
Treacy said. “The quality and the depth
are very good.”

between, but we’ve demonstrated an abili
ty to do that and 1 think it will bode well
for the future.”
The Friars received some good news on
Friday, Feb. 1, when Smith was named the
Hockey East Player of the Month. She
totaled 11 points in January, with six goals
and five assists.
Smith has put up some very impressive
numbers this season. She ranks third in the
country in points per game and is tied for
the most goals by a defender.
“It’s just a testament to the talent that
she has,” said Deraney. “She is one of the
most gifted defenders 1 have ever coached
here at PC... It puts in perspective the sea
son she’s having. She plays in all situations
and is a difference-maker and a game
changer.”
Following their home-and-home with
BU, the Friars find themselves with a 1211-3 record overall and 7-4-2 in confer
ence, good enough for third place in
Hockey East. If the season ended today,
the team would advance to the Hockey
East Tournament, but there is still a lot of
hockey to be played.
This weekend, the Friars will play a
home-and-home series with the second
place team—the University of Conn
ecticut Huskies.
“This four-point weekend is a very big
one,” Deraney said. “We’re playing some
of our best hockey of the year and we’re
very excited about the opportunity and
the challenge that UConn will present
this weekend.”
The team will be back in action at
UConn on Saturday, Feb. 9, at 1:00 p.m.
The team will then return home to face the
Huskies on Sunday, Feb. 10. Gametime is
2:00 p.m. in Schneider Arena.
“It would be huge for us to sweep,” said
Tangredi. “They beat us the first time we
played them, so we’re hoping to get some
revenge from that.”
The Friars have a lot of confidence mov
ing into this weekend’s play. They spent
the week following the BU loss on Sunday
watching game film and developing drills
to help them learn to capitalize on their
scoring opportunities.
“When you get that many shots and only
score one goal, you just have to work on
finishing,” said Tangredi. “But again, it
shows our consistency and our hard work
that we got that many shots, especially in
the third period.”
The team knows that it will need all the
goals it can get to beat a team that it has
lost to already this season and move into
second place behind undefeated New
Hampshire in the Hockey East standings.

Spring Break 08
Hot Deals
Hot Destinations
Hot Parties

Sunsplash Tours
Over 20 years operating
Spring Break
Ask about Group Deals
And FREE TRIPS.

Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Barbados, PuntaCana
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
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Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to
hear from you! Just e-mail your questions
either about PC sports or sports in general to
cowlsports@gmail.com, and we’ll do our
best to answer them—and stir up a little
debate if we can!

PCI

Thanks,
The Cowl Sports Staff
While Memphis remains the only unbeaten Division I basketball team, there are
a number of other programs among the top 25 with nearly perfect records. Aside
from No. 1 Memphis, who is the team right now?
Kansas is without a doubt the best oneloss team in the nation right now. Besides
Memphis they have the most balanced
attack offensively and as is the case with
any Bill Self-coached team, they play tena
cious defense.
One of the main reasons I’m so high on
the Jayhawks is because you really can’t
focus in on one player when you’re trying
to defend them. They have four players
averaging in double figures and each of
them can put the ball in the tin in a variety
of different ways. Sophomore Darrell
Arthur is as talented as any big man in the
country and provides a serious scoring
threat in the paint to go along with senior
center Darnell Jackson. On the perimeter,
juniors Mario Chalmers and Brandon Rush
can bury a team from beyond the arc and
sophomore point gaurd Sherron Collins is
one of the best gaurds in the nation at pen
etrating and kicking to open teammates.
More impressive than their offense is
the stingy Jayhawk defense. With the
exception of Washington State’s Kyle
Weaver, Mario Chalmers is the best onball defender in the nation. He can single
handedly take a potent gaurd or wing scor
er right out of a game, which I believe will
be truly valuable for Kansas come March.
In addition to Chalmers, Arthur and
Jackson do a great job in and around the
basket of altering shots and cleaning up the
defensive glass. All in all, I fully believe
that this is the most balanced team in the
nation. As good as Memphis is, I think the
Jayhawks have what it takes to bring a title
home to Lawrence, Kan., come April.
—Dan Ollquist ’10

Dan, you picked a great Kansas team
and both Duke and North Carolina would
be great picks even after their Tobacco
Road Rivalry on Wednesday, Feb. 6. I am
going to choose the Georgetown Hoyas as
my non-Memphis pick The Hoyas gave
Memphis a good battle for most of their
game in December.
Playing in the Big East, they are test
ed every night and at 9-1 going into
their match-up against Louisville, they
are the best team in probably the hardest
conference. Their only in-conference
loss was at Pittsburgh, who was ranked
No. 16 at the time.
Since then, the Hoyas have had six
straight victories, which is extremely
impressive. The main reason why they
are my pick is how well they are playing
after their Final Four run from last year.
Center Roy Hibbert is one of the best
defensive players in the NCAA, • they
have outside shooters and a coach in
John Thompson III that not only knows
his X’s and O’s but his players’ abilities.
The Hoyas have great depth, in fact nine
players average over 15 minutes per game.
That means foul trouble is not a serious
factor, and if one player isn’t getting the
job done, another will step in. Statistically,
the Hoyas are in the nation’s top 10 in
making and defending two-point field
goals, strong indicators of success. They
will make the tournament at least as a two
or three seed, and their experience from
last year will help them make another deep
run. I’ve got to give a shout out to the Big
East beasts so far.
—Bradley’ Chen '08

PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE
Phillips Memorial Library
PRESIDENTS’ DAY WEEKEND

Friday, February 15

-

8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Saturday, February 16

-

9:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Sunday, February 17

-

12 Noon

Monday, February 18

-

10:00 a.m. -2:00 a.m.

T.D.F.

-12 Midnight

at the Smith Center for the Arts

The Underpants: A Play by Carl Sternheim Feb. 8-10
Adapted by Steve Martin
An Independent Student Prodfuction Directed by Craig Schutz ‘09
Coming in April
Funny Girl - a Musical

Spring Dance Concert - Student Choreography Showcase

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Junior Blair Flynn took first place in the 50-yard freestyle and anchored the
first place 400-yard freestyle relay in the team's meet at Holy Cross on
Saturday, Feb. 2.

Friars Sink at Holy Cross
Having competed in their final
dual meet of the season, the Friars

will focus on preparing for the
upcoming Big East Championships
at the end of the month.
by John

Butler ’ll

Sports Staff

When they competed for the first time
this season on October 20,the Providence
College Swimming and Diving Teams
began a journey of tough competition,
intense workouts and
SWIMMING practices at 6:15 a.m.
AND DIVING And 110 days later, the
Friar swimmers are glad

to see February here.
“February is a good month,” said Friars
Head Coach John O’Neill. “We get to rest
a little and we get to race a little.”
And despite the final dual meet of the
season on Saturday, Feb. 2 against Holy
Cross ending with a loss for the men by
the narrow margin of 127-112, and the
women by a score of 145-97, the Friars
bring with them to the remaining two
meets of the season an unparalleled
motivation for achievement.
“Knowing we’ve put in the hard work
has helped us to stay focused,” said
freshman distance swimmer Courtney
Larcom. “It’s a long season, and the end
is hard, but we’re going to go out and
prove ourselves.”
Certainly, Larcom has represented
Providence well this season. Following a
week in which she set a new school record
in the 1500-meter freestyle against
Vermont, Larcom registered two firstplace finishes against Holy Cross—one in
the 1000-yard freestyle and the other in the
500-yard freestyle. She attributes these
victories to a disciplined training regimen.
“We’re hoping that all the hard work
will qualify us for the Big East
Championship and we want to put in
enough effort to reach that goal,” she said.
On Saturday, Feb. 9, at the New
England Invitational, the Friars will
have their final opportunity to qualify
for the prestigious conference champi
onship, which will be held from Feb. 2123 in East Meadow, N.Y. Eight Friars
have qualified so far, but the delegation
representing Providence will likely
increase after this weekend.
“We expect and we hope to have 10 or
12 swimmers go [to the Big East
Championship] ... and if we stay healthy
we know we’ll swim well,” O’Neill said.
In that sense, O’Neill expects a continu
ation of the quality performance turned in
over the weekend. Junior Blair Flynn had
an impressive showing, earning first place
in the 50-yard freestyle in 25.68 seconds,
and anchoring the victorious 400-yard
freestyle relay team that beat Holy Cross
by five seconds in a time of 3:51.40.
Second-place finishes by senior
Danielle Matook in the 200-yard backstroke, sophomore Carrie Lamb in the

100-yard freestyle, and her classmate
Mary-Louise Winter in the 200-yard
breaststroke paced the Friars on the
afternoon and kept them within reach of
the dominant Holy Cross squad.
The men’s team came close to unseat
ing Holy Cross, but came up 1.31 sec
onds short in the 400-yard freestyle
relay, which finished in second place in
3:21.91—one of the relay team’s fastest
times this season.
“If we had won that relay the meet would
have been ours,” said sophomore Matt Card.
“But everybody swam really well, and I, per
sonally, am starting to feel a lot faster.”
This optimism is pervasive among both
the men’s and the women’s squads, and
with good reason. Card notched second
place in the 100-yard freestyle and first
place in the 200-yard individual medley in
a decisive four second victory—the athlet
ic equivalent of acing a 50-minute Civ
exam in 25 minutes.

We worked hard and
Holy Cross was a good
match-up for us,” O’Neill
said, “and they were ready
for us. We were ready to
race and we did.
John O’Neill
Swimming and Diving Head
Coach

Card, along with juniors Chris Ray and
Nick Trilla, and sophomore Tim Reilly
dominated the specialized stroke events
with a host of second- and third- place fin
ishes. Trilla also posted a victory in the
200-yard freestyle in a time of 1:50.44.
The Friar divers rose to the occasion,
as well, with victories in the two diving
events posted by the freshmen tandem
of James Cebulski and Jordan Emerick.
Cebulski garnered a score of 190.73 in
his win in the first diving event while
Emerick finished with 124.50 in the sec
ond for the win.
Given the similarities between the
Providence and Holy Cross squads, this final
dual meet, though it ended with a loss, pro
vided the Friars with valuable competition
heading into the New England Invitational.
“We worked hard and Holy Cross was a
good match-up for us,” O’Neill said, “and
they were ready for us. We were ready to
race and we did.”
With the dual season over what remains
for the Friars is focus and determination—
commodities in the Taylor Natatorium.
“We just keep our sights on the Big East
Championship,” Card said. “[That, along
with] congratulating guys when they do a
good job and doing cheers for our relays
makes for a great team atmosphere.”
The Friars will compete in the New
England Invitational at 11:00 a.m. on
Saturday, Feb. 9, at the University of
Rhode Island in Kingston.
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Friars Stop Skid with Win Over DePaul
by Dan Ollquist ’10
and Erin Redihan ’08

Looking
Back at
the Giants
Patriots fans, I am sorry but
you are not going to like this col
umn. The Super Bowl needs to be
wrapped up and this article will
not end with “The Patriots are the
Super Bowl XLII Champions.”
The Greater Boston area will
have to wait until at least June
before they celebrate another
major professional champi
onship. Maybe the Bruins or the
Celtics can fill the void of the
“one that got away.”
That is quite some time from
now, and for those Boston fans
that live for the moment, these
words may not help you sleep at
night. Those who have followed
my column know I am a New
York sports fan, and the feeling of
a Giants championship is a feel
ing that has still not fully hit me.
After attending Giants training
camp this summer with my
father, the mutual feeling was a 97 finish with a win in the wild
card playoff game at best. There
was a mix of youth and veteran
talent but there was no question it
would be a different team.
Tiki Barber: gone. Eli Manning:
questionable. Tom Coughlin: on
his way out. Michael Strahan,
threatening to retire.
After an 0-2 start where they
gave up 80 points, the playoffs
were just a dream. While they
played decent football over the
next 14 weeks, they looked like a
team that was squeezing by, not
daring to be great. Sure, their
record was 10-5—beating up on
weak opponents—but that was
little comfort when your quarter
back looks like he is still in high
school (and plays like it), your
best receiver hobbles around after
every play, and your second best
option (Jeremy Shockey) is put
on injured reserve. But fate
would intervened, and a transfor
mation from a decent team to one
that will never be forgotten struck
the Giants like a bolt of lightning.
With a spot as the 5th seed
locked up, a matchup against one
of the greatest teams of all time
loomed over Giants like the smog
over Gotham. Everyone knew
Bill Belichick would play all of
his Patriot starters, would Tom
Coughlin do the same? Would he
risk team health for a chance to
block the Patriots from accom
plishing a perfect season?
The answer is yes, and it was
the best coaching move of the
season. The score was not what
New York fans wanted, but the
effect it had was the spark a play
off team needs. The Patriots were
perfect through the regular sea
son, but the Giants from that
point on would be perfect in a
much greater way.
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers
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Sports Staff
When
the
Providence
College Men’s Basketball
boarded the team bus on the
way to the Dunkin’ Donut’s
Center on TuesMEN’S day, Feb. 5, the
HOOPS members found
themselves in the
bottom four of the Big East
standings, which is a place that
no Big East team wants to be
and certainly a place that no
Friar fan thought they would be
in at this point in the season.
After four straight losses
including two embarrassing
home blowouts, the Friars were
in desperate need of a win against
the DePaul Blue Demons That
night PC finally got back on the
winning track.
The initial stages of the game
weren’t exactly what Head Coach
Tim Welsh was hoping for out of
his squad. After a lackluster per
formance against West Virginia,
the Dunkin’ Donut’s Center
seemed more like a morgue than
a college basketball arena.
Both teams came out strong
out of the gates as the Blue
Demons and the Friars traded
baskets for the opening nine
minutes of the contest. Junior
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Sophomore Dwain Williams was one of four Friars who scored in
double figures in a 79-65 win over DePaul on Tuesday, Feb. 5 to
help end the team’s four-game losing streak.
Randall Hanke set the tone for
PC on the offensive end, con
necting on his first three shot
attempts of the game.
Overall, the Friars looked
much more controlled on the
offensive end. Sophomore Dwain

Williams passed up a number of
deep shots in the first half and did
a nice job of finding Hanke and
junior Jonathan Kale in the post.
“Our guys know how to
play,” said Welsh. “It was just
our confidence level. We start

ed hitting our shots a little bit,
but we played tougher. The key
to our game really is holding
people in the 60s. If we do that,
we have a great shot to win and
we don’t have to hit all these
threes to win games.”
Despite the balanced inside
outside Providence attack, the
Friar defense failed to hold up
their end of the bargain. The
DePaul offensive attacked the
basket at will and Providence did
a poor job controlling the defen
sive boards, getting out rebound
ed by seven in the first half.
With the game tied at 24-24 at
the 4:27 mark, DePaul proceeded
to go on an 11-4 run to end the
half giving the Demons a 35-28
edge at the half-time intermis
sion. As bad as the first half
ended, the outset of the second
half couldn’t have gone any bet
ter. I’m not sure if it was Tim
Welsh or Knute Rockne that
delivered the half-time speech,
but whoever it was, something
clicked for this team.
PC opened the second half on a
torrid pace. They started with a
10-0 scoring run and continued
their hot streak, outscoring
DePaul 30-10 over the first 10
minutes of the second half.
A number of elements conHOOPS/Page 24

Solid Weekend on the Road for No. 12
by

Drew Goucher ’08
Sports Staff

Ask PC Men’s Hockey Coach
Tim Army what a college hockey
season is all about, and he will
tell you it’s not about the stand
ings. Rather, it’s
MEN’S about the day in
HOCKEY and day out battle
to get better.
Rather than focus on results
and other measurable outcomes
that can be affected by variables
outside of his team’s control,
Army has chosen to concentrate
on something that his team can
control: their game.
“We just want to play well,”
Army said. “We don’t want to get
ahead of ourselves and focus on
standings or national rankings.
The only way for us is to focus on
playing our best hockey by play
ing better every day - to keep
improving as a hockey team.”
Faced with a road trip to
[No. 9] Boston College and
Merrimack, Providence did just
that in going 1 -0-1 on the week
end.
Against BC on Friday, Feb. 1.
the Friars faced a tough oppo
nent, and they had not beaten the
Eagles at Kelley Rink since 2003.
PC jumped ahead early on two
quick goals from senior Jon
Rheault and sophomore Greg
Collins. Rheault went as defense
man Eric Baier fired on goal, and
as BC [netminder] John Muse
coughed up the puck, Rheault
tucked it into the open side for his
14th goal of the season just 5:44
into the game.
Collins added his fifth of the
year [2:10] later as he finished off
a rush with freshman Matt
Germain and junior Cody Wild,
as the Friars transitioned quickly
after a BC turnover. BC had come
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Sophomore Greg Collins (22) scored the Friars second goal in
their win at BC on Friday, Feb. 1. It was the team’s first win at
the Kelley Rink since 2003.
to play too, but senior goaltender
Tyler Sims was the Friars’ answer
as he stopped all 15 Eagle shots
in the period.
The second period, however,
did not go as well on the score
board. BC answered with two
goals to tie the game, despite
Providence continuing to play an
upbeat, fast tempo game. But the
Friars responded in the third as
junior
defenseman
Matt
Taormina capped off another
impressive rush by joining as a
trailer and wiring a wrist shot in
off the far post after a fine pass
from junior Pierce Norton. The
goal gave Providence the lead,
and despite a Boston College
flurry that saw them chalk up
another 14 shots in the period,
Sims kept the Eagles at bay as the

Friars claimed the win.
“[Boston College] is a very
good team,” said Army. “And
they came in and played very
well. We’re proud to have hung
with them, and played at their
pace. We did a real good job
hanging in there. We killed penal
ties, kept banging, and we scored
a goal late and saw it through. It’s
real positive.”
“It’s the first time in 4 or 5
years we’ve beaten them in their
building,” said Collins. “We were
patient and took advantage of
their mistakes. Simsee played a
real good game to come away
with a victory.”
The Friars brought the rain on
Merrimack, on Saturday, Feb. 2,
amassing one of the more impres
sive shot totals of the season by

recording 51, nearly tripling up
the Warriors’ 18. However, some
what surprisingly given all the
offense generated, the result was
a 1-1 tie. Merrimack goalie
Andrew Brathwaite was sensa
tional in making 50 saves, and
Sims stayed with him in making
17 of his own.
Providence got the early lead
as speedy freshman Kyle
Mackinnon found the back of the
net. Again, it was a transition goal
for the Friars. Following the
Merrimack turnover, the Friars
set up a rush with some good
puck movement through the neu
tral zone. Freshman Ben Farrer’s
shot from the win was blocked,
but caromed right to Taormina,
who set up Mackinnon for the
finish. Just 5:49 into the game,
the Friars had the lead.
However, in the second,
Merrimack answered 4:25 in.
With the 1-1 deadlock, it became
a battle of the goaltenders
between Sims and Brathwaite.
Neither gave an inch. Sims spoke
later about the unique difficulties
of the goaltenders’ duel.
“It’s a real tough game for a
goalie to play,” he said. “They
[Merrimack] weren’t getting a lot
of shots but you’ve got to stay
warm somehow, and stay mental
ly focused.”
On their end, PC came close a
couple of times as well, getting
denied numerous times by
Brathwaite, and failing that, even
the posts - Taormina hit one late
in the first.
While the tie was somewhat
disappointing on a results level,
Army prefers for the team to
take the positives out of the
game - namely, controlling play
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